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AB: We're at the home of Mrs. Holland in Bluefield, West Virginia. Today is July 9th, 1998.

Ancella Bickley and Rita Wicks-Nelson interviewing.
RW-N: Uh, Mrs. Holland, probably before we get through, we'll talk to you about a lot of different

things. And we don't really care about the order, except that we think that it's probably easier for
people to kind of start at the beginning and then go where they want after that. So if you would start
at the beginning and tell us your name, when you were born, where you were born and maybe your
early family life, and then we'll take it from there. Okay?
FH: Okay. My name is Floristine Hopkins Holland. I was born here in Bluefield, West Virginia.

My parents were Addison and Minnie E. Hopkins. Of course, my mother's maiden name is Minnie
E. Brown Hopkins. I come from a family of four children. I have one brother, which was the
oldest-his name was John-Alma, Frances, and I was the middle child.
RW-N: So uh ... (FH: Four ofus) John (FH: Alma, Floristine) Floristine (FH: And Frances).

AB: Would you spell your first name, please?
FH: F-1-o-r-i-s-t-i-n-e.
RW-N: And Addison is A-d-i-s-o-n?
FH: A-d-d-i-s-o-n. Mmm-hmm. And uh ... okay, what else do you want me to tell you?
RW-N: Were your parents from Bluefield, also?
FH: No, both of my parents were from Rocky Mount, Virginia. My mother was raised up in

Roanoke, Virginia. They moved there shortly after she was born. And uh, my mother's mother went
blind when she was small. And her daddy died when she was seven years old. And an aunt with 12
cruldren, took she and my mother and raised them while my grandmother was in Wasrungton ma
hospital, trying to get her sight back. So she raised my mother. And then my mother came to West
Virginia. And she married my father here in West Virginia.

AB: What brought your mother to West Virginia?
RW-N: My aunt. Really in Bluefield, Virginia. (AB: I see) She had an aunt there in Bluefield,

Virginia. And she came to visit her. And of course, she and my daddy had courted, though, from
little girls up.
AB: Was he-, he was from the same home town?
FH: Uh-huh, Rocky Mount, Virginia. (AB: Mmm-hmm) Mmm-hmm.
AB: Did your grandmother regain her sight?
FH: Yes, she did, after seven years.
AB: Really? That was a miracle, wasn't it?
FH: Mmm-hmm, yes, it was, she gained her sight back. And of course, she had it when she died.
AB: Did you know your grandmother?
FH: I was two years old when she died. I can just vaguely remember some of the things that she

would do. And my grandmother on my father's side, died before I was born.
AB: So you never knew her?
FH: I never knew her. But I knew my granddaddy, though. (AB: Did you?) Yes. [laughs] He was

beautiful.
RW-N: Now, this is your father's .... (FH: Father) .... father, your talking about.
FH: Minrnm-hmm, because my mother's father died when she was seven years old.
RW-N: Right.
AB: Why do you say your grandfather was beautiful?
FH: He was, he was the sweetest thing. He was so good. When I was a little girl, he lived on a

farm. Uh, he was considered a wealthy man. He was the only person in Rocky Mount that had gas
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lights, chandeliers; he had gas chandeliers. And he had this beautiful uh, antique furniture. And
anybody from down that way, you'd ask them about the Hopkins and they can tell you about them.
RW-N: How did they get their wealth?
FH: Then Daddy sold-he raised tobacco, he had a peach orchard, he had an apple orchard, and well

he raised all the fruits, he had orchards, just full of them. And uh, tobacco.
RW-N: And he purchased-, that was his land? His farm?
FH: That was his land.

AB: Was there any slavery in your family, uh, Mrs. Holland?
FH: Uh, we have done uh, history on daddy's side. Uh, there weren't, 'cause this is what I was

telling them. I said-also we paid one of our first cousins to do all this research. And the research,
all ofit, is Indians and Caucasians. And I told them, I said, "There's no Africans in my father's." On
my mother's side it's the same thing, but there was one or two of them that was slaves on Mornrna's
side of the family. But on daddy's side, I know there had to be some somewhere, but they were never
mentioned.
AB: So your grandfather Hopkins was white?
FH: No, he came from a white generation.

AB: But you don't know about his parents? Who they were, or so?
FH: Uh-huh, but I can't think of them now. I think one of them's name was [inaudible]. I can't.

Wait a minute, let me see something here.
AB: Did, do you remember seeing him? What did he look like?
FH: Oh, Granddaddy was real fair. And he had beautiful straight hair. And was always kind of bald

up in the top. And uh, that's how my, my granddaddy looked. I'm gonna look back here and let you
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see, here's some of the history. See, I hope this is it. Because we've got two or three books of our
family. Because each year when we have our reunion, is more that's added to it.
AB: So while you're looking for that, you do have a family reunion?

FH: Yes. We have a family reunion with the Hopkins every uh-there's some of the Reeves and
Hopkins, Franklin County, Virginia.
RW-N: Mrs. Holland has .been searching in some papers for a family history ofher husband's family,

is that right?

FH: No, my daddy's family.
RW-N: No, I'm sorry; your daddy's family. And we're looking through that material right now.

And I think we'll probably turn the recorder off for a minute to search through that.

FH: Yeah, see that. Family reunion there, the white Hopkins man comes in and take a part. Some
ofthem.
AB: So there's black Hopkins and white Hopkins. (FH: That's right) And do you all have that

reunion back in Virginia?

FH: Uh-huh, we have it at uh, uh, what's the name of the college?
AB: Not Radford?

FH: No, no, no, no, no.
AB: I'm looking at a book called the Reeves and Hopkins of Franklin County, Franklin County,

Virginia. It is a family history and it is entitled "From Roots to Limbs".

FH: Ferrum, Virginia, we have it at Ferrum College. (AB: Oh, I see) It's always at Ferrum College.
This is one of the programs; this one was in '94. Would you like to see one of those?
AB: All right. I am looking now at a program from the Reeves-Hopkins Triannual Family Heritage
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Conference, which was held at Ferrum College in Ferrum, Virginia July 21st, 22nd, 23rd and 24th,
1994.
RW-N: Ferrum is F-e-r-r-u-m.
AB: How long did you say you all have been having this reunion, Mrs. Holland?
FH: We started it in the '80's .. .I believe it's been ever since my brother died in '82. So probably the

'80s, probably starting in 19 and 80.
RW-N: Mrs. Holland (FH: Yes), do you think we could borrow one of these to xerox it, to put it

with your tape? Or you can think about it.
FH: They both are the same thing, aren't they?
RW-N: Perhaps.
AB: This is il 994?
FH: That's '94, okay.
RW-N: If you would like, we would be happy to put this with your tapes (FH: okay), if you would

like to do that, and we'll talk to you about it after. [RW-N is suggesting that Mrs. Holland might
want to place a family reunion program in the archives with her tapes, which subsequently was done.]
So I am a little confused though, so please help me get straightened out. Uh, the grandfather you
knew was your father's father? (FH: Yes) And it is the Hopkins family (FH: That's right) that you
did or someone did the history on, (FH: Mmm-hmm) a first cousin. And when you did this, you
discovered no African Americans.
FH: Not a one yet. She can read through there. We haven't seen where there was no Africans at

all.
RW-N: And in this grandfather's family, (FH: that's right) there seem to be Caucasian or American
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Indian. (FH: yes, mmm-hmm)

AB: But your grandfather identified himself as black? (FH: Yes, mmm-hmm) And you don't know
anything about, I mean you never heard them say what his parents-there's no pictures of his parents,
of your grandfather's parents?

FH: Uh, now, I've never seen the pictures. And I probably have, too, because he probably had them
hanging in that house. But uh, I can't recall it right now.

RW-N: But he owned property?

FH: Oh, yes, he owned uhm, (RW-N: And he did well?) oh, very well. He owned two-and he had,
he was the father of-, what did Granddaddy have? 'Cause there was Daddy, Uncle Morton, Uncle
Dan, Uncle Jim, Uncle John, that was five sons, and two daughters; he was the father of seven
children. Anq of course, their mother died. And then he remarried again. But there was no children
from that one, from the second marriage.

RW-N: So your husband had a step-mother?

FH: Granddaddy.
RW-N: Granddaddy.

FH: My daddy had a stepmother.
RW-N: Yes, even when, when he was a boy?

FH: No.
RW -N: Later on?

FH : Uh-huh. They were grown, mmm-hmm. They were grown when he married her.
RW~N: So, this was in Bluefield ...
FH : No , Rocky Mount, Virginia where (RW-N : It was in Rocky Mount.) yeah, where my
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granddaddy lived.
RW-N: Where your granddaddy lived. And when did they come to this area here?
FH: Oh, let me see now. ...

Daddy came to this area.... (RW-N: Was he grown?) Yes, he was

grown, and worked on the railroad.
RW-N: So he came alone? He didn't come with his family?
FH: No, un-uh, he and my mother married in Bluefield, Virginia, at my aunt's house, great-aunt's

house down there. And they married in Bluefield, Virginia and then later they moved on the West
Virginia side. Mmm-hmm. And they lived here up until death. Mmm-hmm. And my father was uh,
he uh....came here, and he and my mother both, they went to night school and finished high school.

Mmm-hmm. And they educated all four of their children. All four ofus finished college, all ofus.
'

AB: They vvent to Bluefield State?
FH: Uh-huh.
AB: And your father was working on the railroad through all that time? (FH: Uh-huh) Did your

mother work?
FH: No, she never worked. She was a housewife. Mmm-hmm. And he didn't let us work.
AB: You never worked? You didn't work your way through college or anything?
FH: No, I never worked until I finished college.
AB: And what was your first job?
FH: Teaching. [chuckles]
RW-N: I want to go back for a moment, ifl may. When you did the history on your father's family,

(FH: when they did it) when they did it, yes, (FH: Uh-huh) uhm, and discovered that you couldn't
find African Americans, how did the family respond to that? Were you surprised or did you ... ?
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FH: It hasn't bothered nobody.
RW-N: Was it a surprise to people?
FH: Well, I guess not, nobody seemed to be so surprised about it. Mrnm-hmm. Because we had

heard all along about, you know, different things (RW-N: Yes) and all of that, mmm-hmm.
AB: Well, what about your father's mother? Uh, what about her family? Her family was black, I
assume. (FH: Uh-huh) So we might assume ....
FH: Well, Daddy's was, too. See, his was mixed, his mother and father. (AB: How was that?)

Well, Daddy's uh, father was white, but the wife was ... , and that comes on back to slavery, doesn't
it?
AB: So his father was white, but his mother was black? (FH: Yeah, mmm-hmm) That's on your
father's side? ;
FH: Yeah, she was a real fair-skinned lady, too, though.

AB: And then on your mother's side, that's the Hopkins side.
FH: No, my mother's side is the Browns.

AB: Is the Brown side, I'm confused now.
FH: Yeah. Well, my daddy's people are Hopkins.

AB: So it's your Grandfather Hopkins ...
FH: And my mother's people are Browns and Tinseleys. Mmm-hmm.

AB: All right, I think I have it now.
FH: Yeah. Now I can't think of what my grandmother's name was on .... uh, Daddy's side. Because

we didn't know anything aboot her, that was one thing, you know. But I heard them talk about her
all the time and everything. But uh, right now I really think of uh ... Zoe keeps running in my mind.
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Zoe Hopkins, but I don't want to say that. [chuckles] That's what keeps running in my mind is Zoe.

RW-N: And she died when he was quite young?

FH: That was my daddys ~ you're talking about my daddys mother? (RW-N: Yes) Yeah (RW-N:
Your daddy's mother, yeah.) uh-uh. They were grown boys when she died.

RW-N: So when you, so you~ you and your uh, siblings all grew up in Bluefield (FH: I grew up
here in Bluefield, West Virginia) Bluefield, West Virginia. And you all went to college (Uh-huh).
Can you tell us the colleges that you went to?

FH: Okay. My brother went to Bluefield State (RW-N: Now this is John?) Uh-huh. But he lived
in New York, that's where he's lived. My oldest sister went to Bluefield State, my-, Floristine went
to Bluefield State and then I got my master's from West Virginia College of Graduate Studies. My
youngest sister went to Bluefield State; she got her master's from, what's the one in New York?

H

was on my mind until I went to tell you. It wasn't New York University; it was the other one that's

in New York. (AB: City College?) Mmmh? (AB: City College?) No. (RW-N: Columbia? Hunter?)
Columbia University. Mmm-hmm, she got her master's from Columbia.

RW-N: And what fields did, did your brother and siblings study?

FH: My, my uh, brother was in science. My sister, Alma, majored in biology and art. (RW-N: And
was that for teaching?) Uh-huh, biology and art. I had a degree in biology and art. I have a degree,
then I went back to school and got a degree in elementary education. And then I went back to school
and was certified as a reading specialist. My youngest sister, uh, she was in music, business and
music. Those were her majors.

RW-N: Now your first degree was a bachelor of arts? (FH: Uh-huh) And was that in education
.... in biology?
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FH: Bachelor of Science. (RW-N: Bachelor of Science) uh-huh. It was in uh, (RW-N: in teaching?)
Uh-huh, teaching, all of it was teaching, mmm-hmm. (RW-N: From the beginning you were
interested in teaching.) Yes. Since I have 40 hours over master's, which is almost a doctorate, you
know.

RW-N: Yes, right. So you were then, uh, can you give us the uh, dates at which you were at
Bluefield?

FH: State? Okay, I finished Bluefield State the first time in '43. That's when I got my ....
RW-N: So you went right out of high school into college .... (FH: uh-huh, right straight) you were
there four years? (FH: That's right) And then you got out in '43 with that first degree? (FH: Mmm-

hmm, that's right)

FH: And then my first job was in uh, Martinsville in Henry County, Virginia. And they gave me a
job in elementary education. So I knew nothing about elementary education. So that's when I
decided to go to school and study it. So I went to summer school every year, until I got my degree
in elementary education. But now I can't tell you what year I got it, because I went in the summer.
(RW-N: yes) And I got that. Then, later on, when I left Virginia ..... I married in Virginia, I married
my first husband; I've been married twice. My first husband was from Martinsville, Virginia. And uh,

AB: And what was his name?
FH: Lewis Woodward. Mmm-hmm.
RW-N: Spelled W-o-o-dFH: w-a-r-d (RW-N: w-a-r-d) mmm-hmm, that was the first one. And uh, then uh, when I decided
I was going to leave him. [chuckles] And I left him.

RW-N: How long were you married? (FH: Mmm?) How long were you married?
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FH: Seven years. And then I crune back home. And I was offered a job in remedial reading. So I
really didn't know what remedial reading was. Then, you know, they explained it to me and
everything. That's when I went back to school then and got uh, reading, as a reading specialist, I took
it up.

RW-N: Did they ask you to go back to school to do that, if you took your job?
FH: They uh, well, they really didn't ask me. But I wanted to know what I was doing and what I
was supposed to be doing, so I went back to school myself, to, you know, to get it. Uh-huh. And
of course, after that-which they have had some excellent programs that they'd throwed away, and
materials. Uh. .. then that's when they cut that program out. And they put in special education. And
then that's when I went and got uh, uh, a job in special ed. Well, we didn't know anything about that,
either. So just about all the special ed teachers-they gave us grants then, you know, to go to school
to take it up. So I went to school to take it up. And then I got a master's in that, in special
education. And then I took it all, after this, psychology. Because you really needed psychology to
teach children in special ed. Mmm-hmm.

RW-N: So you've put a lot of effort into your education?
FH: I've been in school all my life. I went to school with both of my boys. [laughs] And I told them,
I said, "I'm sick of school now." Because when I retired, they asked me, "You gonna substitute?"
I said, "Definitely no, mmm-hmm, no way." (chuckling]
AB: So you have two sons, Mrs. Holland?

FH: Uh-huh. (AB: By your second marriage?) No, one son by the first and one by the second.
AB: And what are their names?

FH: Uh, the oldest son is named Louis A. Woodward, Louis Addison Woodward. (AB: Mmm11

hmm) And then the youngest one is Ronando Holland.

AB: Ronando, that's an interesting name. How do you spell that?

FH: R-o-n-a-n-d-o, I made it up. [laughing] (RW-N: Oh, did you!) Yes, I made that name up.
RW-N: Well, how did you make it up? I mean, did you just like the sound of it or .... ?

FH: Okay. Uh ... when I was pregnant, uh, I wanted a girl so bad. And I had always thought Rhonda
would be a pretty name, Rhonda Minnette; my mother's name was Minnie. And she said she had to
take care of all our children and nobody thought enough of her to name one of them after her. And
my youngest sister, she was nutty in a way, she said, "Momma, I always wanted to change your name
because,"

she

said,

"what

child do

you think will go

around with some Minnie

hung on to her?" And she said, "Well, I was a child, I had that hung on to me!" So, uh, I studied and
studied a name where I could get my mother's name in there. So I said, if it had been a girl, it was
going to be Minnette. And uh, a boy, which she told me he was going to take it off his name, is
Memphis. And Ronando Memphis Holland. And it's William Ronando, William for his daddy. And

uh, Ronando Memphis. So I made the name up. I studied and studied and thought about it. And
I made that name up.

AB: Was your mother pleased that you named your son .... ?

FH: Yes, she was, she was very pleased. Yes. And that's the only one that she didn't keep, was
Ronando. I raised him. I said, "Whatever he turns out to be is me." (AB: Your fault) That's right.
Because she took all the ... well, we taught away from home. So she kept the children, each one of
our children, she kept them.

AB: When you say each one, you mean your, your (FH: sisters) uh-huh. Uh, were your sons-now
your mother, though, lived here in Bluefield? (FH: That's right.) And the children were reared here
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in Bluefield? (FH: Uh-huh, that's right) And they went through public schools here? (FH: Uh-huh)
And did any of them go to Bluefield State?

FH: Okay. Louis went to Bluefield State, but he didn't finish. Ronando went to uh, Bluefield High
School. He was an honor student; Ronando was an A student from the time that he entered the door.
And uh, he was supposed to have been in the top ten, but some some way or another, he wasn't.
And I was going to see about him. He told me. ''No, I don't want you to see about him," he said,
"because I'm going to show 'em and I will tell 'em about it." So when he got ready to go to school,
go to college, well, I was hoping he was going to select Bluefield State or either Concord, you know,
be close to home, 'cause my husband was dead. He died when Ronando was in the 9th grade. And
I was hoping that ... , I'd never stayed by mysel:( so I was hoping that he was gonna be here with me.
So that Christmas he announced to me that he was going to Marshall. I asked him, I said, "Who said
that you ... " [laughing] "Yeah," he said, "well, Mom, I hope you will." So anyway, I said, "Okay,
wherever you do your best, that's where we'll try to let you go." So when he went to Marshall, and
he finished as the valedictorian of that class, out of 1900, he had the highest score of anybody. (AB:
That's wonderful) And of course, while he was there, he won scholarships; he won scholarships in
everything. He would call me and he would be in New York. And they had flew 'em to New York,
they flew 'em to Washington. They had all these different kind of programs, you know, like they
have. And he was selected the student; well, he wanted, you know, to go. And of course, uh, what
was the first thing that they done at school? Oh, and they had never had a student that was president
of the state uh, oh, oh, oh, student, not student government (AB: student government or something?)
yes, student government ... wait a minute, I'll tell you what it is. Uh, tum it [recorder] off a minute so
I can think. Student council, but they don't call it, what do they call it? But anyway, it's the same
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thing. (AB: Un-huh) And uh, they had never had one. So uh, Mrs. Allen, that was his teacher, she
came by here and uh, they had been to Buckhannon, that's where they had it. And she came by, she
said, "Ms. Holland?" I said, "Yes." She said, "I'm going to run Ronando for president," and so, "of
the state student council." And I said, "Oh, no, Miss Allen, don't run him for president," I said, "try
vice-president." She said, "Why?" I said, "Because of the color of his skin." She said, "Is that your
only reason?" I said, "Yeah." She said, "Uh-huh, I'm running him." So anyway, she did. She said,
"That's your only reason?" I said, "Yes." So she ran-, ran him. And uh, of course, when he went to
Buckhannon that morning, when he left here, I had to get out at 5 o'clock and carry him in the snow
- it would be snowing that morning - carry him out to Bluefield High School for him to go. And uh,
all day long at school I was wondering, wondering you know, who won or what. So I had to carry
our kids over ;to another school building, you know, for lunch. And the aid came to me, she said,
"Ms. Holland?" I said, "Yes." She said, "Well, your worries is over," she said, "Ronando won." So
I said, "Oh, get away from here," I said, "because you don't know what you're talking about." So she
said, "I'm not playing with you, Mrs. Holland, I mean it." So I went on and I didn't pay any attention.
I said, "Doris, go on." She was one of the aides. So in a few minutes another one came and they
said, "Ms. Holland, we're not playing with you. Ronando won." So I ignored them, and I thought
they were just trying to tease me. So finally, the secretary called. And she said, "Ms. Holland," uh
what she said, "Mr. Berry called and said to tell you that Ronando won." When she said that, I
jumped up from the table and I screamed. I throwed everything. The children said I throwed all the
plates away. [laughing]
RW-N: Now this made him the first black ...

FH: The first and the only, no the first one. They never have had another white or black.
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RW-N: So they-, I don't understand.
AB: No, that is the state student council.

FH: The state and student council.
AB: What did they do? Abolish them or what?

FH: No, okay, now, see they had to put them in from different places.
AB: Oh, you mean the first one from this county?

FH: Uh-huh, this is the first one that they have ever had from Mercer County.
AB: Oh, from Mercer County.

FH: Uh-huh, from Mercer County. And from Bluefield High School. That's the first one and the
last one.
AB: Now, he was a senior in high school that year? (FH: Junior) Junior, that year. (FH: Uh-huh)

And then he served through his-, as the president...

FH: That's right, junior and senior year. I have a picture of him where he went to Portland, Oregon,
you know. And went to uh, (RW-N: In that position, you mean?) Uh-huh, with that position,
Denver, Colorado. They flew them everywhere. But I have a picture in there now of him when he
was in Portland, Oregon. And he was the only one they have ever had. The first one and the only
one.
AB: And then from here, he went to Marshall his freshman year (FH: Uh-huh) and graduated at

Marshall at the top of his class. (FH: That's right) Now, what was his major at Marshall?

FH: Political science.
AB: Mrnm-hmm. And then what did he do?

FH: Uh, he left there and he went straight to Duke University. He won a scholarship at Duke. He
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wrote that Christmas before he finished. He was sent up here and I said, "Ronando, are you going
to take Christmas at all?" So he said, "Mom, I'm writing this paper." So, it was January, the last of
January, I was in school again when he called. And he said, "Mom, you know that paper I was
writing?" I said, "Yes." He said, "I won $4500 off of that paper." And that was in uh, around the
last of January. And that was to Duke University. So he had part scholarship to Duke. And that's
where he got his master's and his doctorate.

RW-N: In political science?

Fh: Uh-huh. And he went straight through. He had never been out of school a year until he got his
doctorate. He just went straight on through.

AB: In the meantime, you were teaching here in uh, in Bluefield?
FH: Mmm-hmm, I was teaching here in Mercer County, mmm-hmm.

RW-N: Can I ask you the birth dates of your sons?
FH: Ronando's birthday is uh, uh, September the 28th, 1959. (RW-N: And Louis?) Louis's birthday
is July the 1st, 19 and 46.

RW-N: So there's about 13 years difference.
FH: That's right, there's 13 years difference in them.

RW-N: And by the way, how do you spell Louis?
FH: L-o-u-i-s.
AB: And is Louis, where is Louis now?
FH: In Martinsville, Virginia. That's where his daddy lived. So, after I finished raising him, then he
went to Martinsville.
AB: And so he's been there ever since?
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FH: Uh-huh. Now, he can't stand it. [chuckles] He married a girl there, too, you know. And that's
niy only grandson. [pointing to a picture]
AB: Now, did Louis go to college, too?

FH: Uh-huh, but he didn't finish.
AB: He didn't finish. You said he started at Bluefield State (FH: Yes) but he did not finish?

FH: Mmm-hmm.
RW-N: What has he been doing?

FH: He works for Appalachian Power.
RW-N: So you're, you're in contact with him all the time?

FH: Oh, yes, yes.
AB: And what about uh, your other son? Where's he?

FH: Ronando? (AB: Mmm-hmm) Okay, Ronando's first job was in Columbia, South Carolina. And
then, when he left Columbia, he went to Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, to a, it's an Ivy League school.
What's the name of it? (RW-N: In Lewisburg?) Uh-huh. (RW-N: out'of Philadelphia?) Oh, I can't
think of the name of it. I've got it in there in a book, though.
RW-N: Is it near Philadelphia?

FH: No, it's closer to Pittsburgh. Lewisburg. It's an Ivy League school.
RW-N: But he has, but he has, his work life has been in colleges and universities?

FH: That's all, colleges and universities. (RW-N: on the faculty?) Uh-huh. All universities, uh-huh.
Except this year, since he took the job at Bluefield State, that's the only university .... Then when he
left there, they offered him rriore money at uh, uh, uhm, Bowling Green University in Bowling Green,
Ohio. And of course, he stayed there seven years. And then, he decided then that uh- I wasn't
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feeling too good and he gave that up, and he came home. And of course, when he came home, he
got the job at Bluefield State. And ...

RW-N: Now, is that just this year that's happened?
FH: That's right.
RW-N: He's living here now?
FH: Uh-huh, he came home in November. And this job-, they told him then that they, they didn't
have a job large enough for him or something. So anyway, they made this job. He's a director of
multicultural affairs. They'd never had that there, so .... That's what he's doing at Bluefield State.

AB: Uh, ifwe could go back to your childhood, what elementary schools did you go to?

FH: Jones Street Elementary.
AB: And then from there where?

FH: To Genoa Junior High, and then Genoa Senior High School.
AB: All right. And Genoa burned, is that right, and it became Park Central? Is that what happened?

FH: Genoa, yeah, uh-huh, uh-huh, that's right. And then they built a new school. And that was Park
Central.

AB: And your brothers and your sisters all went to the same (FH: all ofus went to the same schools)
school. Was there uh, anybody at your school that particularly impressed you as a teacher or so when
you were growing up?

FH: In the elementary school I had one teacher I loved dearly, her name was Mrs. Kirtley, that was
my third grade teacher.

RW-N: Would you spell her name for us?
FH: K-i-r-t-1-e-y.
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AB: Why did you like her?
FH: She had a beautiful personality. She knew how to meet the children's needs. And she could
help you. And the way that she would help you, you would enjoy. She was kind, she was sweet, and
she was strict. All of that. And you didn't mind her being that way, because she was easy for you
to learn from, when Miss Kirtley was teaching you. She was a very sweet lady, mmm-hmm.

AB: Was your mother active in activities at school? (FH: Yes, she was.) PTA or anything like that?
FH: Yes. During that time, we had a lot of uh, plays, and we had quite a few 0£..I don't want to say
acappella... (RW-N: Operettas?) Yes, I was saying acappella; operettas. My mother done-made all
the costumes. She could take a piece of newspaper and look at something and she'd take that paper
and cut that pattern out. And she would make it. And she made all of the costumes for the kids in
school. She would sit up and make bumble bee outfits and all that kind of stuff. You know, then you
could get all this materials like that and make it. And she made all of that. And also, when my first
cousins, my daddy's niece, uh, from Rocky Mount, Virginia. They came here. They would all come
here and that's where they would get their start, in West Virginia. They would come and stay with
us. And uh, my mother mad~because I told them I couldn't wait until I got ready to finish high
school. She made beautiful white linen suits for all of the graduates, the baccalaureate ceremony.
And then they graduated in white organdy dresses. And I remember, I was a little girl and I would
stand at that sewing machine and watch Momma. And I said, "Oooh, I'll be so glad when I can get
so that I can wear those things." And then when I got that way, we had them old ugly gray robes.
[laughing] Yeah, they had beautiful.... And she made all of those dresses, those suits, white linen
suits. And she cut the pattern out and made it herself Mmm-hmm. Now, my older sister could sew,
something like my mother, but not like Momma. And I done the cooking. I loved to cook.
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AB: So you cooked for the family?
FH: Yes, ooh, I loved to cook everything. If she would tum her back and give me ten minutes in

that kitchen, I'd mix up something then I'd know she wouldn't stop me.

And I made some

gingersnaps while she was talking to the neighbor. And I rushed and made them, you know, going
by this recipe. I think I was about ten or eleven. And the gingersnaps was so hard, until you couldn't
crack 'em with a hammer. [laughing] I don't know what happened to 'em But you see, during that
time, when she raised some-everybody in the neighborhood raised some chickens, you know. And
uh, we had our own eggs. But uh, the butter and stuff they bought, you know, everything else but
the chickens. And of course, uh, wasn't nobody working but my daddy. And so she said, "Now, you
just can't waste, you know, materials and things." And that's the way she'd say it. And so, that's
why, you see J would slip, and do all the cooking. So I loved to cook and I loved to try out all the
fancy dishes. So that's what I would do. Because I said, ordinarily, see, ifl hadn't been sick, I'd had
something fancy for you all here today. Because that was me! [laughing]

AB: So did you all have certain tasks that you had to do? (FH: Oh, yes) What were some of the
kinds of things you had to do?
FH: Okay. There were three ofus girls. So one had to wash the dishes this week, one swept the

kitchen and the other dried the dishes. And on Fridays, that was cleanup day. And one would run
the sweeper, one would dust, and uh, I never did have to iron no clothes. Because I hated ironing.
And my-, everybody then washed on Mondays, you know, and ironed on Tuesdays. So, she would
have two ironing boards, and my oldest sister would help iron. But the youngest sister didn't do
nothing but sit at the piano and play and sing. [laughter] And type.

AB: What about your brother?
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FH: He was smart. He done everything.
AB: Did he help with the housework?
FH: Oh, yes, he would try to-, he would do everything. Mrnm-hmm, John done all kinds of work.

And of course, then my daddy had his home built, from the foundation up, a German contractor built
our house. The house, I would be in that house today, but uh, the house is kind ofup on a hill, and
I can't do those steps. That picture over there, you can see the fireplace. The fireplace-that's me
on that wedding picture, standing there in front of that fireplace. That fireplace is beautiful. It's made
out of rock. And of course, uh, when Daddy had that built, and it was a stucco and brick home, uhhuh.
AB: This is--I'm looking at a wedding picture with candles and flowers in front of a fireplace. This

is your wedding picture?
FH: Uh-huh. (AB: Was this your first marriage or... ?) That's my first one.
AB: Your first marriage. That's a lovely ... did your mother make that gown?
FH: My sister.
AB: That's a beautiful wedding dress.
FH: Uh-huh, my sister made it. (AB: You were married at home?) Mmm-hmm.
AB: Uh, you were talking about the family chores a moment ago_. Did uh, you all have yard work

that had to be done as well? (FH: Uh-huh) I noticed flowers when I came in, so I assume that you ...
FH: I was the only one of the girls that would follow my mother around and plant flowers. She

planted a lot of flowers. She had beautiful flowers. And the others claimed that they couldn't make
anything live. But they didn't try. But I love flowers. I've loved them all my life. In fact, my name,
mother said, came from a flower. Because she said Florist-, Floristine. Uh-huh, she made it up. Uh-
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huh. And so uh, I love flowers. And my flowers haven't done-I was telling them at the Garden Club
meeting the other day here, I said, "You know, the flowers are just like me, when you're not feeling
good, they don't do as good," I said, "because I can't put myself in them." So uh, there, usually this
time of year the flowers are beautiful. But uh, they got a late start, you know, planting them and
everything. I had to get somebody to plant 'em where I usually plant 'em and all of that. But yes, and

I cut that grass. It's a big yard. And uh, I'd get out there and I'd cut that grass just like any boy,
because I've done everything like that, everything. I've painted; I done all the painting in here,
because my son helped me. I painted my whole house. In fact, I like to decorate. And so uh, it hurts
me now because I can't do none of that. I can't do none of the things that I've been doing. And I
love to decorate.

So I would paint and make designs and just make things. I made flower

arrangements. I made everything, though.
AB: Well, when you all were growing up, what did you all do for recreation and just to have a good

time with?

FH: Oh .... well, at school we had a Friday night fish fry. That was every Friday. And then on
Saturdays we had uh, some kind of something for amusement. But my family was great church
workers. So uh, we always participated in everything in the church. Now, my younger sister was
the organist of the choir. And she was the minister of music of our church. So we were really
brought up in the church, where we uh, worked in the Sunday School, we sang in the choirs, we
ushered, and we were in all the missionary circles.
AB: What was your church?

FH: Scott Street Baptist. Mmm-hmm. And uh, we participated in all parts of the church.
RW-N : Did your father and mother both go?
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FH: Oh, yes, yes. Daddy was a deacon and a trustee. And of course, my mother sung in the choir.
And then uh, my people were great uh, lodge members, masonry. My father was the national grand
master of the Masonic; he died at a 33rd degree Masons. Uh, oh ... up until he, well, about five years
before he died, he had to give all of that up because he was sick. But uh, he traveled to California,
you know, and everywhere. And when he died, that was the first time I'd ever seen black orchid.
They sent him black orchids, a wreath of black orchids. Okay.
AB: What about your mother? Was she involved with Eastern Star?

FH: Yes, Mother was the secretary. Okay, before we got the Eastern Star, we had the Herions of
Jericho, and the Herions of Jericho-, mother was the secretary of that for years.
AB: You're saying Herions?

FH: Herions, H-e-r-i-o-n-s, of Jericho. And we had that before we did Eastern Star. Then in late
years they said we had to have the Eastern Star. And that's when they got that. And of course, they
were national.
AB: Were you a member of Eastern Star?

FH: I'm a member of it now. But I didn't take part in it like them. Now, they, they uh, took after
my daddy. They loved it. My two sisters, Alma, Frances, they traveled, they didn't miss a meeting.
Uh, they would go everywhere to these lodge meetings, you know. National-, because one of my
real close friends, they're leaving Friday, tomorrow night, and they're going to Orlando, Florida.
That's where they're having it. So uh, I say yes, I said, if Alma and Frances was living, they would
be going, too. But both ofmy sisters dropped dead. (AB: Really?) Mmm-hmm.
AB: What about your brother? Was he a member of the lodge?

FH: Uh-uh, he never did join. And I belong to the Delta, and my youngest sister belonged to the
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Delta sorority. And of course, my oldest sister was [inaudible]. And uh, so we had a lot uh, lot of
things that we would do when we were coming up, though. We had little parties among, you know,
each other.

AB: Did your dad let his daughters date?
FH: Yes, but uh, you didn't start at no 16. You slipped if you were going to start at 16. You waited
until you finished-, almost finished college. [laughing] We were 18 years old when we started to
having company.

AB: Did you uh, live on campus when you went to college? (FH: No, I stayed at home) You lived
at home? (FH: Mmm-hmm) Did you make friends with the other kids who were on campus? (FH:
Oh yes, yes) And did you join the Deltas when you were at Bluefield State or after .... ?

FH: No, it was afterwards. (AB: afterwards)
RW-N: Do you remember any special teachers?
/V\ ar i ~h ~
FH: At Bluefield State? Okay. Othella Mµ:.iah Hurst Jefferson. Uh, when I was a freshman, she
was a staunch teacher. Let me see, how can I explain her? Mrs. Jefferson was known for failing
people. And if-you probably heard that before, haven't you?

AB: Her name comes up; she must have been really something.
FH: She was something. She was known for failing children. So, uh, Mrs.-uh, when I got ready
to go ...

END TAPE 1-SIDE 1
BEGIN TAPE 1- SIDE 2
FH: She was a psychology teacher.

RW-N: [inaudible; apparently recorder is being adjusted] Okay, you were saying your freshman
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year?
FH: Yeah, my first semester. We had-she was my psychology teacher. So I uh, I was, I've never

been afraid of anybody, but I was halfway afraid. So my mother told me, she said, "You don't be
afraid of Mrs. Jefferson." Said, "She's nothing but a woman like you." She say, "More matured."
And she says, "What you do, you get your lessons and you study and you'll make it." So every
evening I had to read that.psychology and then my mother questioned me. My mother was very
smart, and my father, too, both of them was very smart people. Because I know one of the
professors at-Mr. Nillen, used to say it was a shame that he didn't go to college and finish that,
because that man teaches uh, all of us in the lodge and everything. Said, he knows, he said, he can
teach us all about everything. But anyway, Mrs. Jefferson uh, finally, I think we'd been in school
about 4 weeks before she called on me to recite. And that day when she called on me, I told her
everything that was in that chapter. And uh, so I knew she graded you 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. And I sat there
and I watched her to see what kind of grade she was giving me. So when class was over, I let
everybody go and I stayed there and I waited. She says, "Yes, Miss Hopkins?" [imitating the
teacher's voice] So ... [chuckling] ... .I said, "Miss Jefferson?" She said, "Yes." I said, "I want to know
what kind of grade did you give me today?" She says, "And just why are you asking?" And I said,
"Because I believe you gave me a 2." "How do you know that and why do you know?" I said, "I
watched you, the way you made it with your hand," I said, "it looked like a 2." And I said, "I told
you everything that was in that chapter." I said, "Every question you asked, I told you. I answered
it." And I said, "You could ask me now and I can answer you every question." She said, "You've
Mo.n~h 7
got guts! You've got guts! To question Othella ~·Hurst Jefferson!" I said, "Yes, I have guts
about my grade because my momma and daddy told me not to bring no failing grade back."
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[chuckling] So she went on and she talked, and she changed it to a 4. She said, "I don't give a 5."

l said, "You wouldn't be giving it to me, I made it." . You know, I never was afraid of anybody. So
then it began to come on out to me, you know, you don't have to be afraid of her now. And I said,
"I made that 5." And she said, "But I don't give it." I said, "You are not giving it to me. I made it!"
So she said uh, "Nobody gets a 5 in Othella's room." I said, "Well, it's not right."
And so, anyway, she had what you call anesthetic club and it was a charter, something like your
sororities. So before that semester was up, she sent her husband-he taught in a high school-over
to the house to ask my mother. Now, didn't ask me, ask my mother, if I could be in her club. So uh,
Momma said, "Well, I'll have to ask her." Said, " That's up to her, what she wants to be in." So my
oldest sis, said, "Oh, yes, that's an outstanding club." She said, "You'd like to be in that." So I did,
I joined it. And uh, we had to act on the first week in January, when you went back to schools, that's
when you started to practicing for her plays. She acted on Broadway, and she wanted us to be that
same way. We had to act that same way. So my daddy used to get up at 5 o'clock in the morning
before he went to work and he carried me to school to practice. We practiced 'til 8 o'clock. If she
didn't have a class at 8, and we didn't have one, we practiced then. We'd practice at lunch hour. We
practiced in the evenings, after school was out. We would practice, then he would bring us back at
7 o'clock and we would practice. Because my mother said, "Ifl had 12 more children, I'd never manever let another be in that for nothing." [chuckles] I couldn't do anything but practice and try to
squeeze my lessons in. But uh, cause my sister said the first play that I was in, which was "The

\}J·, "'P o le.
Barretts of Fifty Vv'i1'Ef'le Street", she said, "I almost scraped a hole in that floor," she said, "because
I was so afraid that Florestine might forget something." [laughs] And uh, I acted, we acted in her
plays, though. But I really enjoyed it, but they worked you to death for four years, acted in her plays.
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AB: So she remains as one of the outstanding teachers, (FH: That's right) even though she was

difficult?

FH: She was difficult, she was. But uh .. .I can understand a lot ofit after I got to be grown and a
mother. I could understand that. And I could understand my mother. My mother always told us
when we were courtin' somebody, ifwe would get middle-ways serious, you go visit the family and
see what kind of family you're getting yourself into. And of course, we used to just, the four ofus,
would just fuss and say, "When anybody come to see us, Momma would run 'em away because she
got to get the whole history of their life!" [laughing] Whether they were good or where their mom
and daddy was come from, you know, and all of that, she had to question them. But I can understand
it. The parents would do a whole lot better nowadays if they'd done the same thing. I said, "I didn't
understand a lot of that then, but I really understand it now." Because uh, she didn't want you in just
any kind of family. And she said, "You be nice and you be kind to people and speak to them. But
you don't have to be running with them."
AB: Sounds as if your mother had quite an influence on you?

FH: She did. On all of her children.
AB: What about your father?

FH: He did, too.
AB: Which one was the disciplinarian in the family?

FH: Mostly Mother. But Daddy was, too. See, because he was working. But Mother, she was
disciplining us. But Daddy did, too. So both of them.
AB: Who handled the finances in the family?

FH: They both. They would sit down and figure things out.
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AB: Was that-it sounds like a partnership, was it?

FH: Huh-huh. Mmm-hmm. (AB: with both of them handling ... ) That's right. Didn't nobody work
but him. But he was, you know, sit down with Momma and they would work things out.
RW-N: Now, they did not go to college, right? (FH: No) But they were very smart people.

FH: Very smart and intelligent people, both of them, mmm-hmm. Yeah, because my mother was
the one taught me to draw. Mmm-hmm, she should have gone to college.
RW-N: So there seems to be some artistic or creative (FH: That's right) streak in your family.

FH: That's right, because you know I was telling you about how she could cut things out. I mean,
she could just look at something and take her a piece of newspaper and cut that dress out, you know,
and she would make it. So she was, she was very artistic.
AB: You spoke of your sister playing the piano.

FH: Frances.
AB: And uh, you didn't play?

FH: I played some, too. Now, I could play good by ear, until they started giving me music. And
I lost it all. [laughing] She gave-we were exposed to everything, all three of us took music.
Everything that came around, just about.
AB: That was the girls, though. Your brother didn't do this?

FH: No, my brother didn't play, uh-uh. But he was in the high-then they had the High Y Club,
you know, and all of those things. He was in that.
AB: So you were in lots of high school activities?

FH: Yes, because Momma said that I would get into everything that was expensive. (laughing]
AB: Did you have a junior and senior prom when you ...
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FH: Yes, we did.
AB: Did you go?

FH: Mmm-hmm, yes.
AB: Did Mom make your dress?

FH: Uh-huh, she made it.
AB: Do you remember what it looked like?

FH: Oh, yeah, it was a beautiful peach with full ruffies. But the one that my youngest sister had, I
always wanted this dress like uh, like they used in "The Barretts of Fift~\\7~~.~ with hoops in it.
So the first year I went to Martinsville to teach school, I saw it in the window. And I bought that
dress for my youngest sister's prom. Because that was the dress I always wanted with that hoop in
it. And I got it for Frances.
AB: And she wore that to the prom? (FH: Yes) What color was it? Do you remember?

FH: [Inaudible phrase] I don't know whether that dress was blue or pink; I really don't remember
the exact color. But Frances was in everything. That's why she's dead today. She's - was in the
lodges, the sororities and all the clubs. She was a member of it. And she never rested. She would
sit up all night long typing, working out things and figuring; she wasn't a housekeeper. Figuring what
she could do for this. And any church; she loved church work. She was in the Flattop Convention,
the national conventions, all of that. She took a part in everything.
RW-N: Now the Flattop Convention is the Baptist church?

FH: That's right, mmm-hmm. (AB: Now she was .... ) She was secretary of that and secretary of the
state, too.
AB: Did your sisters marry? (FH: Oh, yes) And did they have children?
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FH: Uh-huh. Alma is uh, Alma married, she's the only one didn't marry twice. [laughs] That was
my oldest sister. And she married, had one, had two sons, but one died. So she had one living. He
lives in Houston, Texas. And they have two grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.

RW-N: And your brother married?
FH: My brother married four times. And he really married them, because he had a wedding with
each one of them. [laughing] He was spoiled. He was the oldest and the only boy, and he was
spoiled. Okay, my mother, when we were coming up, everything about the house had to be spotless.
You weren't allowed to sit on the beds, you know. She had these beautiful bedspreads. And you
wasn't allowed to sit on that bed. Because I used to say, "Oooh, I'll be so glad when I can get me a
house and get me a bed where I can, put the spreads on where I can sit on it." Then when I did get
'em, I said, I qouldn't sit on 'em. I felt like ifl sat on that spread, it was goin' to burn me up! Did
your parents do that, too? (AB: Oh, yes) Okay. You didn't sit on those beds. Okay, my brother, he
could tell. He kept everything spotless, his drawers, his clothes and things, he would have them just
as neat as they could be. And each time he got a wife, they were messy and didn't clean up. And
that's why, except the last one he got, and that's why he could never stay with those wives. And so,
he said they would sit on the bedspreads and get 'em dirty and greasy. That's what Jack said, you
know. [chuckles] So uh, he married, he married four times. So ....
AB: And did he have children also?

FH: Okay, by the second wife he had, two supposed to have been his, I guess.
AB: What about your other sister? Did she have children?

FH: Okay, Alma-, Frances has one daughter, and she lives in Virginia Beach, Virginia now. And
uh, she has three children. She had two girls and one boy.
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AB: So you and your, of that family, you and your son are the only ones who are still living in
Bluefield? (FH: That's right) And your brother, is he still living?

FH: He's deceased.
AB: He's deceased. So you're the only one left in the family?

FH: I'm the only one left. My oldest sister, her husband, we were having something at our church.
And they both had retired. They retired in '80-, what, '86. And uh, I think she retired in '85. But
anyway, they were having something at the church, it was in April. And uh, John left. They were
going to clean up. I know they were cleaning and doing all of that. He left and he went home. And
uh, when he got home, Alma went home. And when she got there, she called me, she said,
"Floristine, something is wrong with John." She said, "John has pulled all of his clothes ofl:" and said,
I

"he's laying up;in the bed," and said, "his eyes is looking all funny." And I said, "Alma, call the rescue
squad." So I said, "And get him to the hospital." And so my sister-in-law lived over there close by,
so they did, they got him to the hospital. And he had had an aneurysm. Uhm... he lived until the 29th
of September. And he died. And then she, just seems like she just gave up everything. And she said,
"I just don't know how I'm gonna make it without him." They were very, very close. And she said,
"I don't know how I"m gonna make it." And do you know, that was on-, that was September the
29th in '87. And November the 21st, '87, that day she had, my sister was one of the hostesses for
the Delta sorority. And she had helped her to prepare her dinner. And they had a [inaudible word]
club and she had stood up and cooked all of this for that Christmas party. She was going to Texas
for Christmas. So they were giving the party at Thanksgiving. And uh, she, I was here dressing,
getting ready to go. And my next door neighbor, they were going with me. And we went to that,
got ready to go. And they called me and they said , "Floristine," I said, "What?" They said, "Go to
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the hospital," said, "something has happened to Alma, and she's very, very sick." So we went straight
to the hospital. She was dead then. That uh, they said when she got there, the ladies went out and
brought the food in that she had prepared. And says she was sitting in a chair and said, "Oooh, I'm
so tired." She said, "I'm used to John doing all this," and fell back like that. And two of the ladies
there were nurses, and they said they gave her mouth-to-mouth resuscitation and all that, but said she
was gone.

AB: That was your sister-in-law? (FH: My sister) Oh, your sister.
FH: My oldest sister. Okay, that one died uh, that was in, November the 21st. She lived six weeks

after her husband. Then my youngest sister, February the 19th in '89, she went to church. And she
played at the Methodist Church, and then she left that one and she came home and played at our
church. And something was wrong with her car. And so she was eating her dinner at Western
Sizzler. I carried her out there to a Western Sizzler. And uh, I said, "Okay, Frances," I said, "now,
when you get through you call me and I'll come after you." Well, she lived right up from that on
College Avenue outside Bluefield. And so she said, "Oh, no, no, no," she said, "I am walking for my
health." And she and her granddaughter was coming up the street, and I said, "[a name, inaudible],
was she talking or what?" She had gotten almost to her house and she dropped. Mmmm-hmm.
RW-N: So all of, so your two ...
FH: And my mother. I found my mother dead. I had gone to the store to get her groceries. And

came back and was looking for my mother everywhere. And she was on the back on the patio. Had
a smile on her face. She was ready to go. (AB: How old was she? Do you remember?) Uh-huh,
78.
RW-N: Now when did you lose your mother? What year was that?
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FH: In October the 3rd, 1970. It liked to kill me. Mmmh, that was an experience I will never
forget.
RW-N: She lived with you?

FH: No, she was in her own home, mmm-hmm. (RW-N: Here in town?) Un-huh, yeah.
RW-N: All of you lived-, continued to live close to each other.

FH: Except my son-, except my brother. He lived in New York. (RW-N: Yes) But now okay, we
all left. But we came back. Uh-huh. (RW-N: Yes) Because when I married, I lived in Martinsville,
mmm-hmm.
AB: And your second husband, did you meet him here in Bluefield?

FH: Un-huh, yeah.
AB: And what, what did he do? Was he ...

FH: Was a miner. (AB: He was a miner) My first husband was a college graduate. (AB: Mmmhmm) And the second one was a coal miner. I decided to try a coal miner. And that one turned out

beautifully. [chuckling]
AB: And where did he work?

FH: In Gary mines. In Gary, West Virginia.
AB: In McDowell County. (PH: Mmm-hmm) And so, did he travel over there every day, or what?

FH: Yes. (AB: And then come home at night) Every day. He was on different shifts; you know
how they work 'em.
AB: Un -huh. And he retired. Did he live to retire from the mines?

FH: Un-huh, he retired on uh, March, the first of March in 1974. And he died June the 10th, '74.
AB: Oh, really? Just a few months later. (FH: That's right) Did he have black lung, by any chance?
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FH: Uh-huh, and he had a heart, the doctor said he had a bad heart.
AB:

Mmm-hnun. Ifwe could go back for a moment to your childhood, it seems as if you all had a

very busy and happy childhood (FH: beautiful) with clubs and all that sort of thing (FH: that's right),
and church work and all. What about things like movies or roller skating ... ?
FH: We went to movies all the time, and we skated. (AB: And where ... ) I skated, not the rest of

'em.
AB: Where did you skate?

FH: Around on the streets that we lived on.
AB: Uh-huh. You didn't have a skating rink?

FH: Okay, when I-my mother sent me to dancing school.
AB: Oh? Was there a black dancing school?

FH: This lady, Mrs. Jackson, she taught dancing. (AB: In her home or where?) She taught it at her

home.
AB: Did she have a basement or did ... ?

FH: No, she had a regular house. And she taught us dancing. And then we-she had a little place

there on Bluefield Avenue, next to the uh, oh, what's the name of that place? It's gone now. I can't
think of it. But she taught dancing there, too. That's where I learned to do the Charleston.
AB: So you went to dancing school? I mean, and uh, you skated on the street? (FH: Yeah) And

where did you go to the movies?
FH: At the Granada and Colonial Theater. Now when my older sister finished college, she sold

tickets. That was her first job. She sold tickets at the Colonial Theater.
AB: Was that a segregated theater?
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FH: Yes. Both of them was segregated.
AB: So where did black people sit?
FH: In the balcony.
AB: And when she sold tickets, did she sell tickets to black and white people?
FH: No, just the blacks.
AB: So you had a special window.
FH: You had to come up the steps, you know, and go to that one and go upstairs.

AB: Uh-huh. Did you play with other children? You've mentioned your family and the closeness
of your family. But what about neighbors? Neighbor children, Mrs. Holland?
FH: Yes, we had neighbors, too. We played uh, now the first home that we had was on Mineral

Street up on a hill. All of us played, played baseball in the evening, because I couldn't hit the ball
with a regular bat. Now my daddy took the half of [inaudible], and fixed that handle, [inaudible] it
down there, you know, and wrapped it with tape, so that I wouldn't get splinters in my hand. And
I played baseball with them And we played ball, all kinds of ball. All kinds of games, you know, that
children played then. (AB: Mmm-hmm)
AB: Did any of you play sports at school?
FH: I did. (AB: What?) Basketball.
AB: Your brother? Did he play any?
FH: He went out for football, and he played it in college, too.
AB: Mmm-hmm. When you played basketball, did you play other high schools or what?
FH: Yes. I did just one semester, mrnm-hmm.
AB: And what about your sisters?
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FH: They didn't. •I was the only one that was trying to be into everything under the sun. [chuckle]
RW-N: When you were a child, did you uhm, have white friends? Did you interact much with uh,
white families?

FH: No, we didn't have white friends like we do now. (RW-N: Like you do now?) Uh-uh. No, we
didn't have. We used to wait on them on the comer so we could fight 'em coming from school.
[laughing]

RW-N: Why were you :fighting them?
FH: [laughing] Oh, we would do that. Yeah, after we'd come from school, we'd wait on 'em on
the comer so that we would fight.

RW-N: Now why were you doing that?
FH: I don't-;we would do it. They would do it, too. So we did it. We fought each other.
AB: What about your parents? Did they have uh, white friends or work with white people?
FH: Yes, Daddy did, uh-huh, mmm-hmm.
RW-N: So white people would come into the house sometimes because they [inaudible].
FH: They thought a lot of, yes, they thought a lot of my father. He was-Daddy worked on the
railroad. And he had a job, he was, they called him an engineer helper. But he was really the
engineer. And they said that he could take one of those engines apart and you could blindfold him
and he could put it back together. And my daddy, uh-because we never could understand it. After
we got grown, Daddy done all the plumbing and electrical work. Now there's a row of houses on
Cumberland Road, and he wired all of those houses, he and three more ...

RW-N: How did he learn all of that? (FH: Mmm?) How did he learn all of that?

FH: [A word or phrase, inaudible] He learned to do all of that. He wired all those houses and
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plumbing. Now we had uh, when they built our home, they had uh, uh, they called it hot air furnace.
And he changed it and put in steam heat, put the radiators and all in there himsel£ He learned to do
that. Now, my oldest son, he can do it. And my sister's son can do it. Now, my youngest son can
do it, but he's got to do it with a book. [chuckling] Now he can take a book and he can put anything
together. But Louis doesn't have to have it. He done us like Daddy, he can just go ahead and fix
cars, too, and all of that. Mmm-hmm.

AB: Now your mother died-, by that time, your father had already passed?

FH: My daddy, yes, five years before she did.
AB: Mmm-hmm. And did he die at home or in the hospital?

FH: At home. My daddy uh, was on the railroad. At that time I was working an insurance job. And
uh, one of the men, this was a white man that he thought an awful lot of They went on the railroad
together. But by him being white, he got to be a boss, you see, and Daddy didn't. But they still were
very close. And uh, Daddy asked how did Mr.-said to one of the men, said, "How did Mr. Vinton,"
-Hinton, his name was either Hinton or Vinton - "get ... " And they said, "Hop" said uh, "he fell
off of that train." Because the train at that time, it hit three people or something and it killed them,
down on the railroad. Daddy fell down in that-they were up over a pit where they worked on the
engines, and he fell down in that pit. And uh, they gave him 2 weeks to live. He was in a coma for

6 weeks. But he lived 10 years. (AB: After that?) Yeah.
AB: And did he recover?

FH: Yes.
AB: And did he go back to work then?
FH: Oh, no, no, no, he couldn't possibly go back to work.
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AB: Was he in a wheelchair or anything like that?

FH: No, he was walking. Uh-huh. And uh. ...
AB: Did they give him a pension at that point?

FH: Yes.
AB: So the family, I mean, :finances were all right?

FH: Oh, yeah, they were :fine. All ofus, see, were teaching.
AB: You mentioned working for an insurance company. Had you finished college at that time?

FH: Supreme Liberty-yes, I had been teaching. That's when I left my first husband. And I came
back home and brought my child. And I got a job with uh, do you remember Supreme Liberty
Insurance? (AB: Oh, yes) I worked with them.
AB: You sold insurance? (FH: Uh-huh, for one year) You went to Martinsville because you had

a job teaching there? (FH: Yes) How did you get that job?

FH: Well, we put in applications. The superintendent there felt that Bluefield State put out the best
teachers. And they would send here for them, uh-huh. And we filled out the applications and we got
'em. (AB: And you got the job?) My oldest sister, too, both ofus were there together.
AB: And where did you live when you were there?

FH: We lived with uh, one of her aunts, her husband's aunt.
AB: Uh-huh, so you had sort of a room?

FH: Yeah, we had a room.
AB: And then you came back to West Virginia when you divorced, brought your son back. (FH:

Uh-huh, uh-huh) And you got a teaching job immediately when you came back?

FH: No, not-, okay. When I came back from West Virginia, I was home two weeks when I left my
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husband. Because I turned in my contract there. And I came home. Because my daddy told me, he
said, "You can come on home." He said, "I cannot give you what you 're getting for teaching," he
said, "but while you don't have but one child-", he said, "cause that thing ain't doing right."
[chuckles] That's what he said. ''He ain't doing nothing and you come on home," he said, "and we
can help you with that one child. And come on home." So I was home two weeks and I got a job
in Blackstone, Virginia. (AB: And where is that?) It's down there next to Richmond, Virginia.
RW-N: Now this, this is a teacher's .... (FH: Uh-huh).... When did you work in the insurance

company tq~n?
FH: After I left Blackstone and came home.
AB: So you went down to Blackstone, left your son here with your mother? (FH: Uh-huh) Went

to Blackston~. (FH: That's right) And how long were you at Blackstone?
FH: Ten years.
AB: Ten years! (FH: Mmm-hmm) So your mother then uh, was rearing your son for ten years?

(FH: that's right) You would come home during the summer?
FH: Uh-huh, and I'd come home once or twice every month. I'd drive home. And they worried so

about me traveling up and down the highways by myself, so that's why I resigned. And when I
resigned, I came home, then I worked for the insurance company. And then after a year, uh, Mr.,
Guyton, he was the principal of the school at Bramwell, and he called me to substitute. And I went
down there and he said, "You're Mr. Hopkins' daughter?" I said, "Yes." He said, "Well, the first
opening that comes, you got it." Because he got in some kind of trouble and Daddy, of course, was
a mason. And Daddy, they got him out, out of it. And of course, he said uh, uh, "The first
opportunity... " And sure enough, my oldest son went to- my daddy had died that November in '65.
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And my son, they called him to the Army and I cried my eyes out. And he left the first of February.
And then on the 15th of February, Mr. Guyton called me and told me, said, "I got an opening for
you." That was that remedial reading. And I got a job then. Mmm-hmm. And he was the principal
at the high school.
AB: That was at Bluestone?

FH: Mmm-hmm, Bluestone, that's right. (AB: Bramwell) Mmm-hmm, and that's where I got the
job. And then I've been in Mercer County every since.
AB: Well, what about your social life after you came home as a teacher? Did you still have some

friends here in Bluefield?
FH: Oh, yeah, I had quite a few. Mmmm-hmm, had quite a few friends. I have some pictures over
there in that book now, where we had the clubs and where we danced. Oh, then Bluefield was on
the ball. Uh ... Bluefield always had all these big orchestras to come here. And I know the people
from Roanoke ... I said, "Now the people from Roanoke used to come to Bluefield. They have a
good time." Because we were children though, you know. And my cousins would come up here.
And then when they had those public dances, they wore long evening gowns. And all of them would
have these pretty evening gowns on, you know, beautiful. And I just couldn't hardly wait until I got
to be grown so that I could go to those things, you know. They'd come up there, and they would
make pallets all the way across our living room floor. And they'd come up here to all the big dances.
Fats Waller, Cab Galloway. And Bluefield, honey, was on the ball then. That's what I told my- my
oldest son knows part of it. But my youngest son, he don't know nothing about none ofit.

And uh,

uh, because one of my neighbors there said, "He's just beg inning to realize that he's a colored child."
[laughing] She said, "Because he was brought up white." She said, "Because he was in everything
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under the sun." That's Ronando. Everything. He was in the top groups of everything, you know.
That's what she said. "Ronando's just now realizing that he's a black child," she said. But uh, uh,
we had everything then to go to in Bluefield. There was something always. And Silas Green Show,
you remember that?
AB: Yes, we were just talking about that a little bit earlier.

FH: Yes, the Silas Green Show, you know, and all of that.
RW-N: We wanted to ask you about that, because we had been just talking about it. When Silas

Green came into town, did any white people go?
FH: Yes! There were just as many white as it was black, mmm-hmm.
AB: So they would come and put up their tent and .... ?

FH: Down here on Bluefield Avenue, that's where it was. And honey, it would be packed. Yes, oh,
and we'd have the best time waiting on Silas Green....
RW-N: [addressing AB] You remember that because he went to Huntington.
AB: Oh, yes, I remember Silas Green. Because I tell you, the dancing girls were something.

FH: One of them stayed here, married a boy here. (AB: Oh really?) Mmm-hmm. And we would
all practice doing all of those dances, honey, because I'd dance [two inaudible words]. My daddy'd
sit there and pat his foot while I'd get on the floor and dance. [laughter]
AB: Now, your family was very involved with the church. But they didn't object to your going to

Silas Green or dancing or anything like that?
FH: No, no, no, no, they didn't object to us going to anything, because they, they had trained us out
of-to behave ourselves. And we knew we had to, because somebody was gonna tell you if we
didn't.
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RW-N: I'm not sure ifwe have your mother and father's names?

FH: Yes, you've got 'em, I told you at the beginning (AB: Yeah, Minnie?) Minnie (RW-N: Minnie)
Yeah. They uh, yeah, no, they uh, didn't object to us, uh-uh, going to them. They let us. Now, my
oldest sister, she didn't, she didn't go that much. Because my daddy had that word formed in his
mouth: No. So I would always, we would always ask Momma. And uh, of course, if Momma didn't
want us to go, she'd say, "Ask your daddy." [chuckle]

AB: So you knew then that was the code.

FH: That's right, ask your daddy. But uh, my sister say she asked 'em once to go somewhere and
said, "Daddy said no," and he preached so 'til uh, she never did bother. Okay, but when I came along,
I ask and I'm gonna beg you until you let me go. So I made room for my youngest sister, so she
didn't have that problem, see that I did, because I had built the things up for her. And so she got to
go. So, but uh, they was very particular about where you went. And believe it or not, I was the same
way about my boys. And ifl told them to be here at such and such a time, and they wasn't here, I
went after them. [chuckling] That strictness was in me. And it's still in me, in my classroom. They
used to ask me, "How do you have such good order?" Uh.. .l told the children, I said, "The only way
we could use the word "but" was in a sentence in our home." Because you didn't use no bad words,
because they'd smack you right in the mouth. And you wouldn't, so we knew not to use them. And
I still don't use them. Because I know one of my neighbors, one time something was happening on
the street-this has been about 15, 16 years ago-and uh, she, somebody said something to me and
I didn't pay 'em any attention, I ignored them. And she said, "Floristine knows the words to say but
see, she don't say 'em. But I say 'em. And if you say something else to her again, I'm gonna cuss you
out." So ... [laughing] ... but the kids told them, my last year, my last year they said, "That woman is
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as good as gold to you. But you don't go in her room and use no profanity." Said, "Because she'll
pick you up out of that seat and throw you out of there!" [chuckling] And I was good to the children
and I taught 'em. But I did not allow them to come in there and use no profanity. Because that had
been brought up in my family and uh, none of us did that.

RW-N: You said earlier that (FH: My son don't do it but the others would.) one of your favorite
teachers was (FH: Yeah, Miss Kirtley, Miss Kirtley) was kind. Kind to the kids and sweet, but strict.
(FH: Yes) Would you describe yourself as that kind of teacher?

FH: Yes, mmm-hrnm. I certainly was; I was a very strict teacher. And I was a very strict mother.
Now, my children, I tried to give them everything that you could give a child. But I put my rules
down. And they went by 'em. I had those two boys, and they went by those rules. And they knew;
when my old~st son went in the Army, he told me, he said, "I'm not afraid of but one person. That's
my mother." [laughter] 'Cause see, his father and I were divorced, then the other husband died. So
I had to bring 'em up. And I told 'em, I said, "I will wait 'til you go to sleep," I said, "and take one
of my iron skillets and hit you over the head with it." [chuckles] But I said, "cause I mean business."
I said, "Because I uh"-my kids, I dressed 'em nice, they had the best of everything. That's the way
we were raised. They had the best of everything. And I said, "You're gonna mind me. And when
I put my rules down I'm not gonna lay in this house all night long, waiting on you all to come in.
When I tell you to come in at a certain time then, you're coming in. Don't-Momma coming after
you." Mmm-hmm.

AB: You spoke of Mrs. Jefferson a little bit earlier. And uh, the way you talked to her about the
grade. Do you see yourself as a, as a fairly independent thinking and ... do you stand up for yourself?
FH: Yes! I certainly do. I've always ... l've always stood up for myself (AB: Even in your marriages
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you ... ?) That's right, I stood up for myself then. Because I told them, "I had my car and you have
to have yours, because I don't share it." [chuckles]

AB: What about your check? Did you share that?

FH: No, I learned that with the first husband. Okay, when the first-when I married the first time,
we were having this uh, checking account together. So one day I went by there, the bank that
evening to get some money, and the girl said, "Miss Woodward you don't have anything in the bank."
I said, "I don't have anything? I haven't written any checks at all!" She said, " Your husband's been
writing them." I said," Well, he won't write no more after today." So I changed it and put it all in
my account only. So she said," I can't wait 'til he comes in here to write a check." So he went in
that evening to write that check. And she told him, she said, "I'm sorry, but you don't have anything
in here." He said, "My wife is-," She said, "No, your wife don't have anything in here now." He said,
"Well, what do you mean?" She said, "Because she has her own account. And there is nobody's
name on it but hers." So uh, he didn't mention it to me for about three weeks. And I told him, I said,
"I put my money in there." And I said, "You run through it some way, but you'll never run through
another penny of mine, as long as you live." [laughs] No, so when I married the second time, I told

him, I said, "You have your account, and I have mine. You have your car and I have mine," I said,
"because when I get ready to go somewhere, I want that car to be sitting right there, waiting on me.
And I don't want to share it."

RW-N: That second marriage was a happier marriage? (FH: Yes, mmm-hrnm) How long were you
mar-, when did you get-, how old were you when you got married the second time then? How long
were you married?

FH : I was 34 when I married. I was married 18 years when he died. We had been married, mmrn-
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hmm. So uh, yeah, it was a happier marriage than the first one because he was an excellent provider.
And my first husband wasn't no excellent provider, mmm-hmm. He was no excellent nothing but
running around, having a good time. And I left before I killed him. [laughing] Because I was hightempered and I wasn't gonna take no mess. Mmm-hmm.

AB: Is he still living?
FH: Mmm-hmm. He's with his uh, second wife. (AB: Mmm-hmm) But he says, his sister told me,
say, "He's the most unhappiest man you ever seen." Mmm-hmm, yeah, he's with her.

RW-N: Now your second husband came from this area?
FH: No, he's from Martinsville, Virginia. His daddy was a medical doctor, his mother was a teacher
there. Mmm-hmm.

RW-N: But you met him here?
FH: No, in Martinsville.

RW-N: You met him in Martinsville.
AB: And is he a teacher?
FH: No uh, he never did want to teach. He went to college, but he didn't want to do no teaching.

RW-N: You say he was a coal miner?
FH: No, that was (AB: that was the second husband) my second husband.

RW-N: Second husband, yes, oh, you're talking about your first husband.
FH: Uh-huh. Louis used to work with-, in the broadcasting ...a long time ago.

AB: Uh, when, when you were corning through college, or coming out of high school, did you ever
think of not going to college? Was there any ... ?
FH: Uh-uh, no , 'cause in Bluefield we knew that college was just a continuing state. Because all
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of us finished college then. It was a very few black children in Bluefield that didn't finish college;
very, very few. Because we thought you were supposed to. When you finished high school, then we
knew the next step was Bluefield State. You just keep right straight on through it, continuous thing.
Uh-huh, because you didn't stay under Addison Hopkins' roof and not go to school.

AB: Did you choose to be a teacher? I mean, did you ever think of being a nurse or anything else?
FH: I was going to be a nurse. And uh, when I finished high school, I was too young to get in
nursing school. So my mother and father told me, said, "Well, you go on to college. And then when
you come the age, then we will let you go on to nursing school." Because I was going to nursing
school in uh; Dr. Wright was our family doctor. And he was going-we had sent this application in.
And I had been accepted in everything, but I wasn't old enough. And so, I was 17 when I :finished
'

high school. And uh, what was the name of that school? It was in, out from Philadelphia. They still
got it. It's a black school. (AB: Chluey?) No, it wasn't C~ey; it was the other one. (AB:
Lincoln?) Uh-uh. .. wasn't C~ey, wasn't Lincoln. Plays football now... can't think ofit. But anyway,
that's the one I was going to. And of course, when my papers came back, I had gone to college two
years and I just told Momma and Daddy then, I said, "Well, I'll just go ahead and finish. Then I'll go
to nursing." And I never did go .... mmm-hmm, into it. But that's what I had wanted to be, was a
registered nurse. My aunt, my mother's sister, was a registered nurse.

AB: You ever been sorry that you didn't do that?
FH: No.
AB: You like teaching?
FH: Uh-huh, I loved it. Mmm-hmm, yeah, I wouldn't love it nowadays, though. (AB: Why not?)
Nooo, not the way the schools are now, the children, mmm-huh.
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RW-N: Now what year did you retire?

FH: '87.
AB: You've been retired 11 years now. (FH: Mmm-hmm)
RW-N: And had the children changed already?

FH: Yeah, you know, they're carrying guns to school.
RW-N: Were you noticing that even before you retired?

FH: Well, they were givin' little words then. But they wasn't as-nothing like they are now.
Because I mean, we could correct the children. Now you see, you can't correct no children. You
can't do anything, mmm-huh. I wouldn't want to be in that rat race for nothing. 'Cause see, I'm one
of those people that correct them. It's just a part of me. I guess, I guess it was my bringing up, how
my parents brought me up, see .... uh-huh, there it goes again. [referring to recorder beeping]

RW-N: Well, it's not quite done. We have another minute or two.

FH: Okay, so l...ask me something else.
RW-N: Well uh, since we only have a few minutes, let's stay talking about the schools, okay? (FH:

Mmm-hmm) So when you retired, it wasn't because you were so discouraged about what the kids
had become? It was just kind of time for you to retire?

FH: It was time, that's right, and I was tired. (RW-N: You were tired)
AB: How long did you teach in all?

FH: 35 years.
AB: 35 years. That includes the time that you taught (FH: Uh-huh) away from, from here.

FH : Uh-huh, 35 in all.
RW-N: When you first, when you got out of school new, first with that new degree, were jobs hard
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to find, do you remember?
FH: Uh... (RW-:-N: That was what, 1943 did you tell us?) Mmm-hmm, '43. Just about all ofus found

jobs, teaching jobs. It was kind of out in the rural parts of Virginia. Virginia, but not West Virginia.
There wasn't...(RW-N: Couldn't find them here) No, in Virginia. But we found jobs in Virginia
teaching.
RW-N: But you had to leave home, though?
FH: Yeah, we, all ofus had to leave home.

RW-N: How did you feel home about leaving home?
FH: I cried. [chuckles] I cried because I didn't want to leave Mom and Daddy. Mmm-hmm.

RW-N: But you were going to where your sister was?
FH: My sister and I went together. (RW-N: oh, okay) Her husband was in service. And uh, we

went together. But that wasn't Mom and Daddy and I still cried.
AB: Uh, how were you paid? Were you paid pretty well?
FH: $81 and Billie Wright says she remembers the penny. Eighty-one dollars and I think sixty-five

cents a month. (AB: Oh my) That was rich. But you know what? Out of that $81.65, I saved up
$400 to buy a car that year. I uh, told you I bought my sister dresses. And I would buy my-, my
sister and I would buy my Mom and Daddy whole outfits for their birthdays and for Momma's Day
and for Daddy's Day. We bought suits, shoes, the whole outfit out of that little money. Because uh
the kids used to bring us things from the garden. We would have all kinds of-bushels of sweet
potatoes when we'd come home. I'd tell Daddy come and get us, because, I said, "We got sweet
potatoes, Irish potatoes; we got everything." And uh, you know, you didn't have to buy a lot of food
because they would bring it and give it to you. And uh, it was four of us staying in the same house
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together. And we cooked together. So we would put a certain amount in that jar, when we'd get our
checks. And that's what we'd eat on for that month. And we were able to save some money out of
that $81. Mmm-hmm. (RW-N: So you were feeling rich?) Yes, we were, that's right.
RW-N: How far away was that from here?
FH: Uh, Martinsville, about-when we go over the mountain, it's a two hour drive. But it was more

than that then, because the roads were different.
AB: So it was about a hundred miles or so from here?
FH: Uh-huh, uh-huh, but it was different then, you know; it was farther. Because see, they cut

those roads through those mountains and things and made 'em shorter. Mmm-hmm, yeah, and I'd
come home. And then we got a car, and I learned to drive it. 'Cause I told my Momma, I said, ''I'm
II

gonna drive a ;car and I'll be a good woman going down. I used that stick shift too, on the floor;
that's what I learned on. Mm:m-hmm. And I drove that car coming home. The next year, you see,
we saved up that money and made that down payment on that car. So we'd have a car.
RW-N: And that was you and your sister?
FH: Uh-huh. Me and my sister.

RW-N: Okay, I guess we'll end it there. Now this won't be on the tape, but now, this, was this your

youngest sister?
FH: 0 ldest sister.

RW-N: Oldest sister, Alma.
FH: Mmm-hmm, Alma. Frances's first job was in Missouri. She was-

END TAPE 1-SIDE 2
BEGIN TAPE 2 - SIDE 1
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AB: This is Ancella Bickley speaking. Today is September 10th, 1998. Rita Wicks-Nelson and
Ancella Bickley are at the home of Mrs. Floristine Holland in Bluefield, West Virginia.

FH: ... and she asked me to let her rent the house. And she said, "I'd like to buy it." So, I said,
"Well, we'll rent first and see." And [chuckle] (inaudible but apparently concerns equipment] And
she uh, got the water turned on. My sister-in-law was in the house. And, which she has a part in
there, 'cause of my brother. And turned that water on, and the man told us, said my furnace was
ruined, uh, the hot water heater in there was ruined, the pipes-they were supposed to have turned
that water on.
AB: We're talking about your family's home. Was that your mother and father's home? (FH: Mmmhmm) Where is that?

FH: On Ellis:Street. (AB: Here in Bluefield?) Yeah, 227 Ellis Street.
AB: I think when we talked before, you said that your mother passed away about 25 years ago, in
the 1970's.

FH: That's right, mmm-hmm.
AB: But you all have maintained the house uh, since then.

FH: Uh-huh, we've kept the house. We kept it. My sister-in-law was in it for awhile. My brother
died, and she was in the house.
AB: Uh, would you tell me about that again? Because you said that your brother lived out of town.

FH: He lived in New York. And when he [inaudible word] he had a stroke. And after he had the
stroke, then he decided to come to Bluefield. And he came back home. Uh-huh. And he lived here,
and he lived in the family home. And then he died in 19 and 82. And my sister-in-law had been there.
She stayed until 19 and 95, and then she decided to move in a smaller apartment. And so she moved
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in there. And I hadn't rented the house. 'Cause I'm really the only one of us that's left. The rest of
them is their children, and they're not thinking about that house. So .... [chuckling] ...

RW-N: You had mentioned that you couldn't live in it very easily, because it's up on a hill?

FH: That's right, it's steps. It's, it's uh, yeah, it's up. Mmm-hmm Now some of the houses there are
level like they are here. But that one is up. Mmm-hmm.

RW-N: So you have a job now restoring it, (FH: that's right) getting it back together again, that's
concerning you. (FH: mmm-hmm, it's a beautiful home)

AB: When your parents uh, bought that home (FH: Daddy had it built); he had it built. But you all
have always lived in your own property, is that right? (FH: That's right) You never really rented?

FH: No, never. Because before that, he owned another house. And we lived in that one.
AB: That's interesting to me, because in many places, black people had problems getting banks and
what-not to finance or purchase a property. Was that ever a problem for your father?

FH: No. He had uh, now, we had, our first house that he bought, it was a four-room house. And
didn't many people around here then they say had bathrooms. And of course, he had a bathroom in
our house. And uh, uh, we had the whole thing in there. And then he, that's when he had decided
that he was going to build us a home. And of course, he had this home built. And then we moved
out of that one, into, you know, the house that he had built. And then we rented that one. And then
he had another one that he rented, that was above the one that he built. We rented that one, too.
Mmm-hmm.
AB: Your father seems to have provided quite a nice lifestyle.

FH: A beautiful lifestyle for us, that's right.
AB : And I think you said your mother never worked.
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FH: My mother never worked, mmm-huh.
AB: After he passed away, how did your mother uh, live? I mean, did she have income after your
father died?

FH: Uh-huh, yes, she was drawing her, her railroad pension. Mmm-hmm.
AB: And did she continue to get passes?
FH: Yeah. [laughing] (AB: My dad worked on the railroad) Yeah, that's right. She got those, uhhuh, yeah. She died in 19 and 70. Mmm-hmm. And she continued to get passes. But uh, uh, Daddy
built that house. I mean, had it built, a German contractor built that home. And that's the fireplace,
with my wedding picture over there, mmm-hmm; that's the :fireplace that's in that home. Mrnm-hmm.
AB: Did you feel, ever feel poor when you were growing up?

FH: [chuckle] You know the lady where's moving in that house, asked me. She said, "You all were
kind of wealthy, weren't you?" And I said, "Well, I guess we were just plain folks." And uh, she said,
"But you seemed to have had,"-looking at that house, she said, "This is an English style home, the
way it's built." Because see, the woodwork in that house is beautiful. That's one reason I just hate
to give it up, you know, all of it. And uh, she said, "Were you all kind of wealthy?" And I said,
"Well, now I wouldn't answer that. You'll have to ask somebody else what they think about that."
She said, "Well, the way that you lived, it seems like you were."

AB: But you seemed to have had things that you wanted?
FH: We did, we did. Because see, my daddy never let his girls work.

AB: And you had a piano in your home?
FH: Oh, yes, we had a piano and television, too, when they first came out. Uh, the piano, my sister,
that was her major, my youngest sister was music. But we've always had a piano, uh-huh. And uh,
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she .... she uh, played and she sung. She got her master's from Columbia University in New York,
minm-hmm. But uh ... he didn't let any of his daughters work.

AB: Did your brother work?
FH: He worked some, mmm-hmm.
AB: At what kinds of jobs did he work?
FH: John worked at the theater, and jobs, I think that's what John done was around in the theater
or something.

RW-N: Do I remember correctly about one of your sisters also may have worked at the theater for
a while?

FH: Theater, mmm-hmm, that's right, she had :finished college. Uh-huh. And she worked at the
theater for awhile. (RW-N: After college though?) Uh-huh, after she had :finished college. She was
looking for a job, and of course, that was the job that she got, you know, was selling tickets at the
theater. Colonial Theater, mmm-hmm, that's right. Yeah, my oldest sister.

RW-N: After you were married, you left Bluefield? (FH: Yes) For several years. And then you
returned, right? With your son? (FH: That's right) Uh, can you uh, describe to us uh, what it was
like to come home again, a comparison perhaps, of where you lived out of state and in state?

FH: Well, yes, I can. Uh, because when I was away when I married, I was teaching in Henry
County, in Martinsville, Virginia. And of course, uh, my husband didn't provide a home. He came
from a very nice family and everything, and he still lived with his parents. And I told him ifhe was
gonna live with his parents all the time, then I could go home and live with mine.
So ... [laughing] .... uh, and I said, "And we have more than they did to live on." And I said, "I can go
home and live with my own parents." And uh, I could have rented a house, but I didn't feel like that
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was my place to do it. He was supposed to be the man, so that was his place to rent that house, you
know. And he didn't, and of course, he started running around and then that's when I brought myself
back home. I gave up my job and came on back to Bluefield, mmm-hmm.
AB: How was-, how did you feel-, uh, you had been pretty much an independent woman. And now

you're coming back into your parents' home again, and after having been on your own, making your
own decisions, was that a difficult transition for you to make? Back to being a daughter again? (FH:
Now?) No, when you came home with your son.

FH: Oh, with my son. No, it wasn't hard at all because I loved, I loved my parents and my sisters!
So I was back here with them as a family again. And of course, uh.. .I just stayed here ... well, when
I left him when I came home, uh, in three weeks I had another job. And I went to Blackstone,
Virginia and I!taught school there nine years.
RW-N: Is that a small town?

FH: Uh-huh. It's in Nottoway County, and it's close to Richmond and to Petersburg. It's down that
way.
AB: Where did you live while you were in Blackstone?

FH: I roomed with a lady by the name of Ethel, a lady and her husband, Ethel and Henry Watkins.
And it was five ofus teachers there. And we had a good time. And we were near the uh, uh, let me
see, what was the camp .... uh, I can't think of the name of it. ... Camp Pickett! Camp Pickett was
just a mile from our gate. So we had dances and things to go to . We had a good time. (RW-N: Oh,
this is a military .. .) Uh-huh, yes. [laughs]
RW-N:

So they provided you with [inaudible; overlapping voices of RW-N and FH]

FH: With amusement, with a social life and amusement, mmm-hmm. Because we could go to the
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USO, you know, just about every, every evening. And all ofus were single women there. And so
we'd go there and we'd have a good time. We had dances and things to go to. And then we,
Richmond was close to us. And uh, one of the girls that taught with us uh, her father was a doctor
and they gave things quite often. And we'd go there, you know, too, for amusement. Mmm-hmm.
AB: And you had a car, I think you said.
FH: That's right, I had a car. And I was the only one ofus that could drive. [chuckling]

AB: That would have been what? around 1946, '47, something like that?
Fh: Uh-huh, in the '50's (AB: Early 'S0's) Uh-huh, yeah, mmm-hmm, yeah, that's what it was.

RW-N: So that sounded, then, like a pretty good life? (FH: Yeah, it was) So what brought you

back to Bluefield again?
FH: Okay, my parents worried theirselves to death about me. My child was here with my mother

and father, see-about me, about me driving up and down that highway all the time. And so, by
myself.
RW-N: So you did a lot of visiting back and forth?
FH: I came back all the time, mmm-hmm. I came back, I came back at least twice a month, uh-huh.

And that worried them about me traveling up and down the highway by myself, so.... I just decided
then that I would come on home and see could I get a job here.
AB: Did you worry about your son, being away from him during that time?
FH: That-I love children, so that bothered me, from being away from him. (AB: Did it bother

you .. .. ?) But I knew he was in excellent hands.
AB: You didn't worry that somebody else was rearing your child for you?
FH: No . Uh-huh, Mom and Daddy had him, so uh ... .I knew I had to provide for him, because his
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daddy didn't do anything, so.... I had to provide for my child, and I didn't want my mother and father
to have to do that. So I did it.
AB: Had you instituted legal divorce proceedings at that time?

FH: Uh, when I first left him, my mother told me, she said, "I want you to get uh, you go and get
a legal" uh... (RW-N: Separation?) yeah, mmm-hmm, legal separation. She said," the papers and
take 'em back and show 'em to your principal and your superintendent." And uh, she said, "So if you
want to go out with someone .... " she said, "you're young, and you want to go out with somebody
else, then it can't be a whole lot said about you going out." So that's what I did, I went and got a
legal separation. And then after I came home, [clears throat], from Blackstone, that's when I started
to uh ... well, no .... yeah, I got my divorce, did I get it before that? Because I'd had my divorce five
years before my ex-husband knew it. Because the lawyer told me, he said, "To keep him from
fighting it, you have to run it in the papers." So he ran it in the Radford paper. And he said, "I'm sure
he won't see that paper." And he ran it through that paper. So I'd had it five years before he knew
it. [chuckles]
AB: So were you still in Blackstone then, when the divorce became final?

FH: Mmm-hmm.
AB: And, and there was, there was never any, I mean, you didn't have any problem getting the

divorce or anything like that?

FH: Uh-huh, no. Because see, he didn't know it, he didn't show up. [laughing]
RW-N: You were, you were mostly supporting your son.

FH: I, I certainly did, I supported him completely, mmm-hmm. Because he didn't do nothing.
AB: So uh, as your son grew up then, when did he form an acquaintance with his father?
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FH: He had an acquaintance with him the whole time. I never uh-in the summer time, I would let
him go down there to his grandmother's and stay a couple of weeks, you know, and come back. And

uh, his aunt, he would go to visit her; that's his daddy's sister. Which he's still would do there. But
uh, then he uh, [phone ringing in background] He uh, okay, he would come at Christmas time and
bring him a little something for Christmas. And I threw it at him. [chuckles] Because one Christmas
he wanted one of these children's, what's-your-name cars that they could ride in. (AB: pedal cars)
Uh-huh, the pedal cars to ride in. He wanted one of those and he wanted a bicycle. So I uh, called
him and asked him, "Which one are you going to get, the car or the bicycle? I'll get one, you get the

other one." So uh, he said, "Oh, he's too small for a bicycle." I said, "Well, a sidewalk bicycle, he
can have that." So he didn't get it. So I got both of them I, I was-ordered them and had them to
come on to Bluefield, and told my daddy what it was, you know. And so, he put it together and had
it ready for him for Christmas. And uh, he came over with a little car, and I took that thing and
throwed it at his head. (laughing] Yes. And uh, and you know, and he left. But he would come at
Christmas time, you know, to visit him and everything, and bring a little gift.
But now his daddy's sister was a registered nurse. She worked in New York. She would send
him something every month. I always longed to see Bloomingdale. These packages would come here

from Bloomingdale. And uh, every month. And uh, I wanted to see that store, because she would
send him some beautiful clothes from there all the time. And she would send money to him, also.
'Cause she said, "I'm trying to do what my no good brother is supposed to be doing." And she would
send it. So uh, because this was the only child, see, in that family. And so she would always try to
send him something. And she is still living. I go to see her now. And (AB: Where does she live?)

In Martinsville now. (AB: So you go back to Martinsville now?) Uh-huh. I came- she came from
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New York. Her mother was sick. And uh, she gave up her job. And she took an early retirement
and came home, so that she could look after her mother, because she said she wasn't going to put her
in a nursing home. So she didn't. And so uh, she's there now. And she is uh, Elvy is, she has bad
arthritis, and she's had surgery on her hip and surgery on her knee. And she's uh, but she's doing
good, comparatively speaking, because the brother wanted to take her, my ex-husband wanted to put
her in a nursing home. I think his wife really wanted to do it. And she told 'em, "I'm not going in
nobody's nursing home." She said, "As long as I can walk around," and she said, "I'm walking around
here in this house and I'm not going." So she called me. And I told her, I said, "Well, no, you don't
have to go in a nursing home." I said, "I will bring you up here to my house and you can stay with
me." Because she was good to my child when he was coming up. She done what the daddy should
have. And I told her and I said, uh, "You can come and you can stay with me. I'll do the best I can,"
I said, "because I'd have to get somebody to come in and help you, you know." And so, she's at
home now. And she's doing pretty good now. I got a letter from her last week. And she's intalking about she had taken all the dishes out of the cabinet, and washing those dishes, because she's
a clean fanatic. I think it's hard for her to get somebody. Now he uh-to come in, you know, and do
the work for her. But her neighbors and the church members are very, very nice to her. They bring
her food because she [audio problems] she had gone to sleep and [audio problems] and it was burning
up. And so, he said, "I'm afraid she's going to set the house on fire, you know, trying to cook her
something," he said," and nobody hear her." So he disconnected, had disconnected, had the electric
stove disconnected. And she uses the microwave most of the time.

AB: Now, I was gonna say, your son is there, though?

FH: My son ]jves there.
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AB: And does he have a family, wife, children or so?

FH: Uh-huh, he has, that's his son right there in the picture.
AB: Oh, the wedding picture?

FH: No, it's not a wedding picture, (AB: It's a prom picture.) a prom picture.
RW-N: That's your grandchild?

FH: Uh-huh, that's my grandson. That's the only one. And uh, he uh, he lives there. And his wife.
My son has a real nice home there and everything. And uh ...
RW-N: And you say you visit there and [inaudible]?

FH: Oh, yes, I visit all the-I was there, what? about three weeks ago, about three weeks ago.
AB: And he comes to Bluefield, too?

FH Yeah, minm-hrnm.
AB: Uh, you spoke of being angry when uh, your ex-husband brought what you thought was not

an adequate Christmas gift. As you look back on your life, do you feel angry about much that has
ever happened to you?

FH: About him?
AB: Or just about anything; I mean, as you review your life.

FH: Uh, he could have done for the child; I'd get mad about that. I'd get angry. But uh, otherwise,
no.
AB: You seem to smile a lot. And, and laugh a lot, so .....

FH: Uh-huh. I, it doesn't bother me now, because I said it's long over and gone. So I- and I took
that child and my ex- my husband, deceased husband, he helped me with him a lot.
AB: You spoke ofbeing engaged to one of the soldiers at Camp Pickett (FH: mmm-hmm) uh, that
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was somebody that you met there? (FH: That's right) And you said he was killed?

FH: Yeah, in the Korean, that was the Korean War, wasn't it? Yeah, mmm-hmm.
AB: In the Korean War. Was that a fairly devastating time for you?
FH: Yes, it was, mmm-hmm. Because he had finished Clark; let me see, I believe it was Clark in
Atlanta, Georgia; he was from. They had a whole regiment there from Atlanta, Georgia. Mmmhmm, yeah, it was. Kind of... but I got over it.

RW-N: How do you get over things in life when bad things happen? How do you ....
FH: Prayers. I depend on the Lord, mmm-hmm. Because my first husband, I really loved him. And
I just prayed and asked the Lord to take that love away. And eventually it did, it left. So uh....

RW-N: So you were heartbroken?
FH: Well, then, yes, certainly was, mmm-hmm, yeah.

RW-N: And there was some anger ....
FH: Mmm-hmm, mmm-hmm, yeah, that's right. And uh, I just prayed and asked the Lord to help
me and to give me the strength, and to take that love away. And that's what happened. And so, that's
what happened with MD too. And uh, but I just depend on the Lord all the time. Because I said, I
ask him for so many things. I said uh, "I hate to come to you with this, but I don't have nobody else
to come to." [chuckles] And I was telling one of my friends the other day, I said, "You know how
you can put things away a lot of times, and you can't find 'em?" And I said, "I had looked and looked
and looked." And I said, I told the Lord, I said, "I'm sorry." I said, "I just hate to come to you with
something like this," I said," because I know you've got larger things and greater things to do." I
said, "But I have been looking and looking and it's very important, and you know exactly how
important it is for me to find it." And in about 20 minutes after that I found it. [laughing]
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AB: When your fiance uh, was killed in the Korean War, how did you find out about that? Did his
family notify you, because you would not have been on the list of people to notify, would you?

FH: Un-huh, I wasn't on the list to notify. But one of the boys that went over with him told me.
He called me and told me that he had got killed, uh-huh. And then I heard from his mother later,
though, you know, that he had gotten killed.
AB: Did you have letters from him; by any chance? (FH: Yes, I did) Did you keep them?

FH: I kept 'em up until about uh, I think I had 'em about three years after I married the second time,
and then I throwed 'em away, mmm-hmm.

AB: You have had, it seems, a lot of sorrow in your life, because you've lost all your family, just
about. You have your sons, but your mother, father, sisters, (FH: That's right, and brother) brother,
and fiance. (FH: and aunts) And how did you deal with all of that?

FH: Through prayer. Because when my youngest sister died I said, that was the last one. And I had
never had no hypertension. And my blood went up then. Because I grieved about Frances, because
she was saying, "It's just you and I now," you know. And .... we were very close. Because when she
was little, she was the type of a person that wouldn't fight, take up for herself And I used to have
to go beat the children, [chuckling] for hitting her, you know, and all of that. So uhm, but she was
a very smart girl and woman, very smart. And uh, but I'd have to take care of Frances all the time
when she was coming up, you know. So uh.... when I lost her, and I told them, I said, "Everybody's
gone from this house and everybody leaving me here by myself." So I just prayed and prayed and
prayed, and asked the Lord to give me the strength. But I cried though, for about five years straight
through. And I couldn't go to church without breaking down. Because see, she played that organ.
And of course, I still, when I go in that church, I look, you know, and think about Frances, ' cause
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uh, she's really missed. We haven't had a good organist since she left. We had some good ones, but
not to stay, mmm-hmm. And uh, Frances was in everything. Frances was uh, she was president of
Delta sorority twice. She was uh, in the lodge, the FAAY masons. She was one of the national grand
officers of that. And uh, well, just everything that she got in, she always, she was very good in
leadership, I'll put it that way, mmm-hmm. Now I'm good at leadership, too, but I won't accept it.
It's too much work. [chuckle] So I don't uh-----they say she says no before she can kill it, before we
can finish it. So, 'cause my mother always said I was only one of her children had any sense, 'cause
she said that one will rest, and the other two sisters didn't. They were just constantly going, all the
time, in something and going all the time. But uh, I didn't.
RW-N: How else do you see yourself? You just described your sister as having leadership qualities

and being smart, but not sticking up for herself sometimes. (FH: Mmm-hmmm) And then you said,
you too, feel that you have leadership qualities, although you often elected not to use them. (FH:
chuckle) How else do you see yourself, besides having leadership qualities? If you had to name three
or four characteristics to describe yourself, what would they be?
FH: Oh, let me think ... .I was the one in the family that was always into everything. Plays, I was

dramatically inclined. I acted-we had a teacher at Bluefield State by the name of Othella Jefferson.
She was a psychology teacher. (RW-N: Yes, you told us a little bit about her) Uh-huh, okay, that's
the one I told you about I acted in her plays. Okay, so I told you that. Okay, so I can say (RW-N:
You were very active and) Yes. Now, I was active in everything.
RW-N: Into some of the arts and [inaudible]. Well, how else would you describe yourself? Are you

smart?
FH: [ chuckling] In some things; in some things. I uh, just like I told you, you see, I was an excellent
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housekeeper, and I can't be that now. And the yard. Now the others didn't care anything about
flowers in the yard, see, and I did. I'd work in my yard and work in the flowers. And I painted. I
love to paint. And I would paint the houses, and then I painted pictures, too. But my oldest sister
did, too. She was an artist, too. And I would do that. And oh ... uh ...
RW-N: Do you see yourself as easily sticking up for yourself?

FH: Oh, yes, one hundred percent! Nobody ever run over Floristine. [chuckle]
AB: Do you have a quick temper?

FH: No, I don't have a quick temper. But I don't let nobody run over me. Mmm-hmm. I can take
up for myself That's what my mother and father always said, they don't have to worry about that
one, because she can take care of herself.
AB: Did that uh, ever cause a problem for you when you were teaching?

FH: Uh, what, taking up for myself?
AB: Yes, uh, not letting people, I guess, put things over on you or so. I don't know whether that's

uh ...

FH: No, I didn't let anybody put it over on me. And uh, they knew that uh, I wasn't going to take
but so much off of nobody. Now I tell you what the kids at school.. .. Uh ... when we were brought
up, we wasn't allowed, we weren't allowed to say, use bad words at all. Nobody used 'em in my
family. Nobody cussed or done that. So uh, the children used to tell us, say, "She is good," and say,
"she is a good teacher," and say, "she loves you. But you don't go in there and say no bad words."
Say, "When you hit that door, you leave it on the outside," say, "because she'll pick you up and
throw you out of there." [chuckles] So I told them I said, "In my house, "but" was a bad word. The
only way we could use it was in a sentence." [FH is refening to "but" and "butt"] So uh, I said, "So
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you don't come in here, because you all don't use it the right way." So I was a firm disciplinarian.
And I was that, also that way with my children, with my boys. Because I told them the oldest one,
his daddy and I was separated. So then the youngest one, his daddy died and I told them, I said,
"Now, I'm gonna be a good mother. I'm gonna provide for you all, I'm gonna do everything I can.
But you're gonna obey me," I said, "because I'll wait until you go to sleep and I'll take that iron
skillet and hit you over the. head with," so they believed it, too. My oldest son, when he went in the
Army, he said there wasn't but one person he was afraid of, and that was his mother. [laughing] But
uh, I was a firm disciplinarian and I was that way in school. Because some of the teachers used to
come and ask me, said uh, "What do you do to get these children so quiet and everything?" And
these were junior high school students. And I told them, I said, "I guess I just give 'em that look like
Momma used to give us when she was in that choir standing and we were in the audience on the
floor." I said, "She'd looked down and give us that eye. When she give us that eye, we knew that
uh, you better shut up right then," said, "because if you don't, she's coming out of that choir stand
after you."
So I told the children when school was first opened, I would lecture to them and tell them my
expectations, what I expected of them. And then I said, "And then you can tell me what you
expected of me." And I'd tell them what I'm here for, what I'm gonna do. And I would tell them, I'd
say, "Certain days on Fridays," I said, "we'll have a nice time. And uh, we'll have a little party." And
they looked forward to that. So, uh, I didn't have as much problem. Now when I was teaching
special ed, the supervisor, when they had children at other schools they couldn't do anything with,
he would bring them to me, said, "Well, I've brought you this one." But I don't know, I just prayed
to the Lord and asked fo r different ways to handle them. I'd lay at nighttime a lot of times and
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wonder how in the world or what could I do to reach those children. And I wouldn't sleep. I would
think. And my professor had told us not to feel that way towards children. But see, I couldn't help
it. I love children. And uh, I wanted those kids to learn, and the children couldn't understand why
they couldn't learn, and they would cry.
And I had one little boy, I was telling one of my friends the other day here, uh, Michael.... He was
in the third grade. I think he had repeated that third grade about going on three years. And when
they brought him to me, uhm... l can't think of the word right now that I want to use. But he didn't
want anyone to touch him. He didn't want to say nothing. He was a real cute little boy. And I took
Michael, I said, "Come here, Michael." He came up there to the desk. And I said, "Michael, I'm
going to do everything I can to help you." He said, "The teachers was mean to me." I said, "They
were." I said, "Well, I'm not going to be mean." And I said uh, "I love children," and I said, "I'm
going to do everything I can," and I said, "I'm going to ask the Lord to help me." He said, "Miss
Holland, well why am I this way?" That's a hard question and a hard way to answer. But I explained
some things to him, some things that could have been wrong during his, during the time his mother
was carrying him and all of that. I'm sure he didn't understand it, but he, he acted like he did. But
anyway, he would come in there with an attitude every day. So I would take that child in my arms
and I would hug him and I would kiss him. And he got to the place where that he did learn to read
on a first grade level, and he learned to write his name. And of course, when he left out of there, I
had him reading in fourth grade books, so he was doing pretty good with that. And a lady was telling
me the other day here, she said, "You know," said, "he's getting ready to preach." And I said, "He
is?" She said, "Yes. " And I said, "Well, sometimes when you see him, you ask him about Miss
Holland," I said, "because when he sees me, he'll grab and hug and kiss me." He said , "This is the
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only person that's ever helped me." And I said, "That means a lot to me."
· And I also had one that's in uh--they moved to North Carolina. And that mother never misses
sending me cards or sending something. This child was epileptic. And uh, he uh, he was in the
cafeteria. And uh, they say he was walking at tables, he was doing everything. And all these men
was in there and they couldn't do a thing with him. So one of the teacher's aids said, "Send in Miss
Holland." And uh, so, they came down there, the principal came. He said, "Miss Holland, can you
do"-his name was Michael, too-said "can you do anything with him?" And I said, "What's he
doing?" She said-he said, "He's walking in tables, he's throwing everybody's trays." And I said,
"Okay." And at that time, I could run. And I ran up the hall and ran in the cafeteria. And when he
saw he, he stopped. That minute. And uh, I said, "Michael, what's wrong?" And I said, "Did you
take your medicine before you left home this morning?" He said, "Yes, I took it." And his momma,
she couldn't understand it. She said, "You're the only person that has ever been able to do anything
with Michael." He was a little white boy. And she said, "You're the only one that's ever been able
to do anything with him." And she said, "I believe you were God-sent." And I said, "I guess I was,"
I said, "because that's who I depend on." I said, "Because I sure pray every day when I come in
here."
And of course, when they took that prayer out of school, I had prayer. I wrote each one of my
parents a letter, and asked them and gave them a form and asked them to sign it, if uh, their child
could stay in the room while we had prayer. And of course, everybody said yes. And uh, we had it.
And uh I think it means a lot. Because I feel like that's why we're having so much troubles in the
schools now, is when they took Bible out. And uh, this is trying to take God from [inaudible], I
would say. And the kids had been some, you know, from the first grade on up, we used to put that
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golden [inaudible], from the Bible, you know. And the children enjoyed it. They learned it. And the
one where they could memorize it the best, we used to give 'em gifts and all of that. And it meant
a lot to us. I mean uh, to me it did. Because I would start my class out every morning in my room
with prayer. And then I would remind them. And I had one boy that had been prison. And uh, he'd
get, was in a room. And when he would come in, he'd say, "Well, what's your text gonna be
today?" So, [chuckling] I said, "You need it." And he needs it too, because he ended up killing a
man last .. . year before last, mmm-hmm.
RW-N: How many years did you teach special ed?
FH: Twenty-one.

RW-N: So you taught-that was--so most of your teaching was in special ed. and the rest was

elementary school. Yes?
FH: Mmm-hmm, yeah. Twenty-one years here in West Virginia, Mercer County. I taught it. I first

started out with remedial reading.
RW-N: Yes. So when you came back, then, and taught in West Virginia, you were always in either

remedial uh reading or special ed.
FH: That's right. Remedial reading or special ed. But uh, because all of us, when we first started

special ed here, there was six teachers. That's what we started out with. And a ...
RW-N: Now that was six teachers in .. .
FH: In special ed, yeah.

RW-N:

In how wide an area? I mean, in Bluefield or in the county... or?

FH : In .. .let me see, did we have more teachers in Mercer County? Let me see, because there was
Wade School, that's where we started out. Okay, there were some more, uh-huh.
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RW-N: And, and, but there were only-you were in a contained classroom and the students were

sent to you from different areas?

FH: No. These came every-, yeah, they were sent from different areas, too, mmm-hmm. But there
was another school, because they had it in Matoaka and they had it at Princeton.
RW-N: But where you taught there were six of you teaching special education? (FH:Uh-huh, yes)

And during that time, uhm, when you first started out, were you teaching only black children; the
schools were, (FH: No, they were mixed, integrated) the schools were integrated already when you
came back to West Virginia?

FH: Uh-huh.
AB: But when you taught at Blackstone, you taught all black (FH: That's right) uh, kids. And when
you came to West Virginia and began to teach special or uh I guess reading, you went into an
integrated situation?

FH: That's right, it was integrated from then on.
RW-N: So you went from segregated schools (FH: Uh-huh) to integrated. Virginia was still

segregated? Is that right?

FH: Uh, Virginia? Well, yes, at that time, it was segregated, mrnm-hmm. And uh, this was
integrated. 'Cause black people wouldn't put their children in special ed. [chuckle] Not too many
of them. They wouldn't let 'em go. (RW-N: Tell us .. .. ) They said they had been pushed back for
years anyway, and they wasn't going to uh, uh, put their children in there.
RW-N: So they saw that as a bad thing for the kids?

FH : Yeah, this little, first little boy I was telling you about, Michael, he was a little black boy. But
they had failed him three times so ... I took Michael and worked with him.
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RW-N: But most of your children were white children?
FH: Uh-huh, just about all of them. Mmm-hmm. 'Cause [inaudible] when I retired I had just about
two, two black ones in Princeton, because I was in junior high school then. And I had about two in
my uh, (RW-N: High school special ed?) mmm-hmm.

RW-N: But you didn't have a lot of black children because the parents resisted that? (FH: That's
right) Um, do you think that was a wise, uh, wise thing for them to do?

FH: No, in many cases it wasn't. Because the children got uh, more attention. And we worked on
them on one-to-one basis, see, because I had an aid. And uh, uh, I thought that should have helped
them. I know that it would have helped them. But they put 'em where they wanted to. (RW-N: The
parents?) Mmm-hmm. And they didn't put 'em in there. So unless they were really, really retarded,
then they would put 'em in there. But if they were border line, anything like that, they did not put
their children in there.

RW-N: But are you sympathetic to their position, too?
FH: I am, and you're not supposed to be. Now that was one thing Dr. Bloomberg told us. Uh, you
can't feel that way towards the children. You can't have no feelings toward them at all. But he's
wrong. You can have that feeling and still do a good job. 'Cause I used my own psychology to work
with those kids, you know. Each one of them, you work with them different. And find out what you
can do with them.

RW-N: How many children were in your classroom?
FH: Okay, the first, when we first started out, we weren't supposed to have but seven. We had
seven. Uh, then we got so many children in special ed, 'til we ended up with about 12, then about 15.
We went up to 20, which was too many. And we uh, because we told the county here that, the
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superintendent, that that was too many, because we couldn't give the children what they were
supposed to get with having so many in there. So then they took the uh-they finally got more
teachers in special ed. Because teachers at first, they didn't go in special ed. It seemed like there was
only black teachers that were going into special ed at first. But in Bluefield we had three more, white.
And they started out in it. And uh, then it looks like that they thought that was an easy thing or
something, and they decided to get in it. And they got in, but it's not as easy as, you know, they think
it is. It's not easy at all, uh-uh. And so, uh, we had quite a few there. Because I know one of the
ladies that started out, we started out together as teachers. And she got to be the supervisor over
there. She retired this week. Mmm-hmm.
RW-N: Now how many schools did you teach in, in West Virginia?

FH: Okay, I taught in Bramwell. (RW-N: Bramwell ... ) That was Bluestone Elementary. (RW-N:
Uh-huh) And I was moved to ...
END OF TAPE 2 - SIDE 1
BEGIN TAPE 2 - SIDE 2

FH: Let me see, then went to Wade, (RW-N: So you went from Bramwell to Wade) then to
Ramsey, and from Ramsey (RW-N: Ramsey) to Park. Park School was a special education school,
all, all special ed school.
RW-N: The entire school?

FH: Uh-huh, the entire school. And then they closed that school. And then, that's when I went to
Princeton Junior High School. And that's where I retired from.
RW-N: And in the junior high school you were again in special ed? (FH: Mmm-hmm, yes) What

do you think about the uhm, more current um tendency to be putting .. . mainstreaming kids, to be
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putting kids who would have been in special ed classes back into the regular classrooms?

FH: It's terrible.
RW-N: You think it's terrible? (FH: Mmm-hmm)
AB: Why so uh, Mrs. Holland?

FH: Uh, because uh, the children are not going-okay, these people have not been trained to teach
children, special children. And they, because they have come to me and told me, "We don't' know
what to do. What are we supposed to do?" So I told them, I said, "Okay. You've had slow children,
haven't you?" They said, "Yes." And I said, "Well, go about it in the way that you would a real slow
child," and I said, "and see what you can do then." But uh, these children, it's just like one little girl
told me. Her name was Virginia. Virginia was in Bluestone, that's down Bramwell. And uh, she was
in my classroom. And Miss Garrett was the principal of the school, of the elementary part. Miss
Garret came in and she asked me-was, she, Miss Garrett was the assistant principal-she said uh,
"Miss Holland," and I said, well she said, "that child back there, what is she doing in here?" And I
said, "They just put her in here." She said, "Because uh," she said, "I had that child in kindergarten
and the 1st grade, and see, and she was an A student." And I said, uh, "Yes, she's still a good student."
I said, "I have her to help me with my other children in here." So I said, well, she said, "Well, what
happened?" I said, "Well, Virginia told me that she came from a poor family, and that uh, uh, the
teachers didn't like her, and because she was poor." And she said, "Miss Holland," said, "they would
give me some kind of pictures to color and then when I get through coloring, they'd tell me to lay my
head down on the desk." And, mmm-hmm. And she said, "And that's what I did." And she said, "I
would listen to them teach the other children." I said, "Now, wait a minute, Virginja. You can't tell
me that they didn't let you take part." She says, "A lot of it I couldn't take part in." (AB: Virginia
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was the child's name?) Uh-huh. She said, "I could not take part in it." And uh, so I finally got her
out of special ed. (AB: She wasn't a black child, was she?) No, she was white. Because (chuckle)
I'll tell you about that, too, in a few minutes. So uh, I told Miss Garrett, I said, "Miss Garrett," I said,
''we're gonna work and get Virginia out of here." I said, "But we'll have to bring her up to par to go
in the class that she's supposed to be in." So we did. We gave her extra work to do. And we got
Virginia back. We had her retested. And then we put her back in a regular classroom, and she done

fine.
Uh, when I went to Princeton Junior High SchooL the uh, I never did go to the restroom. I would
always go to my classroom. I was always there about 7:30, and I would go in my classroom and I
would run off my work that I had to do. Because I had to have individual work for each one of those
kids, you knqw, to do. And then rd put some on the board. And the children came to me and they
told me, they said, "Miss Holland," said, "they uh, they pick at us," and said, "the teachers even call
us dumb." And I said, "Which one called you that?" So uh, that morning I went to the restroom.
[chuckle] So I began to tell them about what the kids had told me. And I said, "I can't believe no
adult, and especially a teacher, would tell any children some things like that and would say things like
that to them. I said, "Because, after all they're not responsible for being here. They're not responsible
for the condition that they're in." And I said, "They didn't ask to come here. Just like you, you didn't
ask, but you're here." And I said, "Every one of you all that's sitting up in here now, you are in your
childbearing years." And I said, "You better be careful, because you don't know what your child
might come here being." And I said, "To mistreat a child," I said, "I cannot do it. Not to save my
life." And I, I'm not saying some of the words that I said to them. But I said them. (chuckle) And
I told them and I said , "I'm ashamed of all of you." And I said, "You're calling yourself professional
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women," and I said, "you're saying those things about these children and don't want to teach them
ahd calling them dumb." Because they had to go to music ... yeah, that's what it was. The kids wanted
music. And I said, "You're calling them everything," and I said," and the way that you're acting with
these children," I said, "when you go home, you better get on your knees and pray and ask the Lord
that"-one of them was pregnant· and I said, "and ask the Lord to be sure to ask him to send you
a child here normai" I said, "because you can't have it [inaudible], you never know." And they used
to ask me, how could I teach those children when I had real smart children. So I said, "That's not
it." But anyway, I said some things in there that I woke those people up. One by one, for the next
five months, they came to me. And they said, "Miss Holland, we are very sorry, and sorry about the
things we said." And said, "Because we didn't realize all ofthis until you said it," and said, "and when
you told us about the children, about us being in that childbearing age, and we never know how our
children was gonna come here." And one of them said, "Lord, I went home," and said, "I cried and
I cried and I cried and I cried," she said, "because I realized how wrong I was, and that I had misused
those children."
So uh, then--did I mess it up? [Mrs. Holland asking whether she had disturbed the recorder]
(AB: No, its okay) Then I uh-there's an old gnat in here somewhere. And the kids, okay when they
got ready for their, to uh, for the choir, well, I had some children in my room that could really sing.
So I said, "Okay, you all go on and go out for the choir." So when they, [chuckle] they went out for
that choir, okay, they couldn't read the music. But they could sing. So she didn't uh, she told them
that they couldn't be in it, they didn't pass the test. So the kids came back to me and they were
crying. And it was mostly black ones that time, I did have those. And ah, and they said uh, "Miss
Holland, we uh, they wouldn't take us in the choir." One little girl had come there from Detroit.
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Now the reason why she was in special ed, it was uh, a discipline problem. Because I told them, I
said, "She's not the first to be in here," 'cause she's suppose to be in a regular classroom, and she was
a discipline problem.

And then I had another one that was a discipline problem. And see, they

would take 'em and stick 'em in special ed, you know, to get them, to test them, and to keep them in
there. Because I had one boy that had a voice exactly like Michael Jackson. And uh, oh, he could
sing. And he had an IQ of a hundred and seventy. And uh ...that boy, they had been testing him. He
had never spent a whole year in school his life, from kindergarten on up. And uh, finally Mr.
Thompson, that was my supervisor, he came to me and said, "Miss Holland, they finally taught
[inaudible] didn't make him any difference that day." And uh... he didn't pass the test. So [inaudible].
Uh, this was in-I jumped from one thing to another, this was in Bramwell though, that this child was
in. And uh, one ~fthe teachers was a kindergarten teacher and she told me, she said, I said, "Oh, I
got trouble on my hands now," I said, "because he has never spent a whole year in school." And I
said, "Lord, what am I gonna do?" So I didn't know the pupil in your eyes change. Did you all know
that? She told me, she says, "Okay," she says, "you watch that pupil," and she says, "if it's
[inaudible], you know you gonna have a hard time." And I said I did-"Yeah," she said, "it
changes." And she said, "If it's just straight, you'll know you'll have a good day." So sure enough,
I found that out. She had been a nurse, see, and she told me that. And my aid and I would watch his
eyes when he'd get off that bus, we would meet him [chuckle]; we would look at those eyes and see
what we had to do. Well, I had two rocking chairs, because Dr. Bloomberg said you wasn't supposed
to have a special ed room unless you have rocking chairs in it. And [inaudible] two rocking chairs

in there and I had my carpet on the floor. And I had my end tables there with my radio on there, and
then I had the record player, and the cassette was just coming out then too, you know; I had that.
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Well, they gave us those things ... anyways.

So uh, and Michael-his name was, now his name

wasn't Michael. What was his name? I can't think of his name now, because I've got his picture.
Picked up his picture [inaudible]. And when he'd come in and I would look at his eyes, and I would
put him in that rocking chair and I would-we could give them aspirins then. And I'd give him an
aspirin and Coca-Cola. And then I would take my cassette player and play Michael Jackson's tapes
on it, and he would go to sleep. So, and-you know, he would rock himself to sleep----'cause he told
us, you let [inaudible], then put him in that rocking chair and let them rock. [Mrs. Holland refers to
Dr. Bloomberg's teaching] So that's what I did. And so he would get in there and he would rock
and uh, himself to sleep. And then somedays when we'd go out to recess, we'd get ready to line up
and then we couldn't fine Michael. And the other special ed teacher and I would [inaudible]. And
we would goiup there and finally find him and he would be sitting on that uh, stump, just like this
[demonstrating] ... and he would just be thinking. So when he'd come back, and I said, "Okay, we're
gonna let Michael give us a solo today." And I said, "Michael," I said, "You can sing, you can sing
just like Michael Jackson." And he really wasn't Michael, I can't think of that child's name right now.
But I said, "You come on and uh, you sing." And I would put the tape on. And he could sing, he
would sing along with him, and it was just exactly like him. And he could have really made some
money. He was smart. Because I told you his IQ was a hundred forty or something. And uh, but
I told him, I said, "You're going to stay in school this year. The [inaudible] said that you have been
in school one whole year in your lifetime." And of course, I did, I kept him in there. I had a time,
but I kept him. And his brothers played basketball, and I wrote notes to them and told them, I said,
"Take this child to basketball games," you know, "and different things like that." And uh, his mother
died year before last. And he uh, he could sing.
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AB: But you spoke earlier about the black parents distrusting the system and not wanting their

children.... And you've given us two instances where it seems that, to be borne out: to the girl who
was there because she was poor and the teacher didn't like her (FH: That was a white one) and, I
know, but uh, and this child who had a high IQ but who had been placed there, as somebody else had,
because there were discipline problems. Do you think that uh-what caused the black parents to feel
distrustful of the system? Was there anything going on here in the Mercer County schools that made
them feel that way?
FH: Now, this, this lady's children went to Bramwell. Uh .. .I can't think of whether anything was

going on in the schools then or not, you know.
RW-N: You mentioned a couple of times Dr. Bloomberry (FH: Bloomberg) Bloomberg, now, that

was one ofyoµr professors at Bluefield? (FH: That's right) Let me go back. ..
FH: Now he was at, from where? (RW-N: Where was he from?) Uh, he, Dr. Bloomberg died about

four years ago. He uh(RW-N: How did you know him?) That was my instructor. (RW-N: From... ?)
He taught me.
FH: No, he was in Charleston. (AB: He was at the Graduate College. He was at the Graduate

College.)
FH: He was in Charleston. (RW-N speaking in the background) He was the one that organized the

uh, what's the name, the school in Charleston.
AB : Yeah, special ed program, College of Graduate Studies.

FH: Uh, College of Graduate Studies. He was the one who organized that school, he and his wife,

(AB : Barbara) Barbara, mmm-hmm.

R W-N: I'd like to go back further and ask you to recall for us uhm, to share with us why you chose
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teaching to begin with. Do you have .... ?

FH: Okay, you know, when I, at that time, I always wanted to be a registered nurse. And when I
:finished high school, I was too young to get in nursing school at that time. And so my mother and
father told me, said, "Okay, we're gonna let you go to college, and then after your two years in
college, then you can go to nursing school." Uh-huh. So then after I went to college, and I enjoyed
it, and I told them no, I said, "I'm going to stay there and I'm gonna finish." So see, when I :finished,
I think I told you that I :finished in Biology and Art, didn't I? Mmm-hmm, yeah.

RW-N: Now that you tell me that again, perhaps you had also told us about that earlier experience,
but I, I had at least forgotten it temporarily.

FH: Yeah, but I didn't finish telling you all about. ..I jumped to something else, I jumped over there
to him, about his IQ, you know, and him being in special ed. But uh, the family, this mother married
a man that was much older than she was. And uh, I guess their background was a little different.
And, but her other children were [inaudible]; one of the girls was in special ed, though. But they had
high IQs, and they were discipline problems. And that's why they got 'em in special ed. Now, that's
how I can answer that.

They had discipline problems.

AB: You said uh, that in the early days, most of the special ed teachers were black (FH: That's right).
Why do you think that was the case?

FH: Well, I guess, we were, we considered that then that uh, they were putting us down, you know.
We said they were thinking maybe we couldn't teach anything else. And that's what we said.

AB: That was shortly after integration?

FH: Uh-huh, yeah, that's right, mmm-hmm. And that's what we were saying, you know. We said,
"WeU," [inaudible] the white people took it away from us. " [laughing] Just about all the special ed
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teachers now are white. Mmm-hmm. They said they thought it was a good thing, but it wasn't as
good as they thought it was. But we worked hard with it, you know. It was [audio problems] we
were very close, the six ofus, we were very close together.

AB: What was your relationship with the white parents of the students with whom you worked?

FH: I had a very good relationship with them. Mmm-hmm, very good.
AB: Uh, when you first went to Bramwell, was Mr. Guyton, I think you said was (FH: That's right,
that was my principal.) your principal. And then after you transferred to Wade, uh, did you have a
white principal then? (FH: Uh-huh) And did you have any-, ever have any problems and was that
any problem for you at all?

FH: I didn't have any problems with them. They didn't bother us. We were in a separate building.
And our special ed. We had six rooms. And then we had uh, a downstairs uhm... with uhm, oh, let
me see, what do you call it? Uh, well, it was just like a house. And that's where we taught the kids
how to take care of things in a house, you know, how to cook. We had a, had a kitchen with stoves
in it, and we had ah bedrooms where we taught them how to make beds, and you know, and how to
clean up, how to do that. I don't want to call it a demonstration; we didn't call it a demonstration
place. I can't think right now what we called it. And uh, we had that. But the principal, he was the
principal of the whole school. But uh, we didn't have to send the kids over there to him much. We
just took care of the children ourselves and worked with them, you know.

AB: So, in terms of the integration of the schools, it really did not have any impact on you? (FH:
uh-uh.) Uh, when we were here before, you were telling us a story about your son, Ronando, who
had, should have gotten some honor in school that he did not get.

FH: At the ... okay. When he finished high school, uh, you know how they have the top ten? He
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should have been in that top ten. And uh, he wasn't. I think they had him about the 11th or
something like that. And I asked him, I said, "Ronando," he said, "Well, Mother, when they gave us
the grades to add up," he said, "mine didn't add up to that." I said, "But Ronando, you had those
grades all the way through." And I said, "I will go out there and we will see about it." And he said,
"No. No, no, no. I'm gonna show 'em. I'm gonna show 'em." So he went to Marshall, and when
he went to Marshall, he came out as the valedictorian of that class. He was Summa Cum Laude. He
had the highest out of 1900 students.
Ab: But uh, but the question at the high school then was probably a racial issue, do you think? Is
that why he didn't get into the top ten?
FH: I don't know. Because some of the teachers out there asked me, some of the white ones and

the black, both, they asked me. And they said, "Floristine, go see about it." I said, "He refused to
let me. He said no." And I didn't do it.
AB: But, then, in his, how was his social life? (FH: And even his teachers ... His social life?) At
school. I mean, was he-, you, you know no, I mean, there was no problem?
FH: No, I didn't have no problem from him from the day he entered the schools.
AB: Well, I don't mean a problem, discipline problem or anything like that. I'm just wondering

about how he managed in what was a largely white school system.
FH: They thought, they thought a lot of him. Ronando, I think I told you, he was the first (AB: the

council) Uh-huh, okay. He was in everything they had out there.
AB: What about Louis?

FH: Louis? Okay, Louis went to black school. (AB: All the way through high school?) All the way

through. (AB: So that was Park Central?) Uh-huh, that's right.
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AB: So he was gone by the time (FH: Yes) integration came about?

FH: Oh yes. Mmm-hmm. But Ronando uh, Ronando was in, he played sports. And his classmates
told him that he was going to be the first black president of the United States. That's what they said.
[chuckling] They wrote that in all of his little, you know, books, that he would be the first one. And
that's what they all told him. But he got along excellent with his classmates and things. And uh, he,
you know, and he was always the top in just about everything, mmm-hmm.
AB: So as you look back on your life, uh, has it been shaped by being a black woman at all, do you

think?

FH: Shaped?
AB: Well, has it had an impact on you? Were there things that you did because you were black, or

didn't do because you were black, or ... opportunities?

FH: No, I just went on and acted like I was--didn't have no color at all and just done what I wanted
to, and what I'd see fit that I could do. That's what my mother and father taught us.
RW-N: Do you think opportunities were ...

FH: He told us this. And I tell you what he told us, they told us just like, they said, "There's nobody
in the world any better than you are. And you go ahead and you try to do." Uh ... there's a lot of
things that I hear black people say, "They didn't let us do it because of our color." There's a few
things maybe. But most of the time, me being outspoken, [chuckle] I could stand on my two feet.
I got into everything else everybody else was in. Even after it was integrated. Because I would gothat's what I was getting ready to tell you all about the kids at Princeton. After talking to those
teachers. And the little girls were, I told you were in music or wanted to sing. And I went to the
office. And they said, "Un-huh. [inaudible] There she goes." And I went up to the office and I told
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them. And I said, "I want to talk to you about the music teacher." So uh, the principal came in. He
said, "You want me to send for her?" I said, "Please." And I told her, I said, ''That test that you gave
the kids is too hard." And I said [inaudible]. I said, "These children have beautiful voices. And they
can sing." And I said, "They're not able to read music like these other children." I said, "because uh,
that was one thing that the slaves had." I said, "They were out in the fields, and they sung those
spirituals and they didn't have, no music, didn't know nothing about music. But they sung it and they
could dance." And I said, "Now, don't you [inaudible] take everything away from these children."
I said, "Now, these, these kids can sing." And I said, "I'll bring one of'em up here now and let you
hear 'em sing without any music." And I said, "It's not fair for you to have that test." And I said, "I'll
go to the superintendent and tell him that it's not fair for you to have that test for those kids to try to
pass that testJ" And I said, "This is supposed to be equal, nowadays." And I said, "Let those children
join that chorus and sing." So uh, it must be my child. [Mrs. Holland's son enters. Recorder offlon]
So they took the children back in there again. And they did put them in there. So the next morning
when I got to schooL then this bunch of white kids came to me and they said, "Miss Holland?" I said,
"What?" "We your students just like they are." And said, "They won't accept us in the choir, either."
I said, "They won't?" I said, "Can you sing, too?" "Yes, ma'am, we can sing." And said, "We'll
come in there and sing some for you." So then they told me all this. I said, "Now, remember, don't
tell me no tale, because you're not gonna send me up there to this office and be embarrassed." So I
went up there. And I got them in the choir, too. Because uh, they said that uh, they weren't rich
enough, for them to put them in there. So I got them in the choir. So when I retired, the children
came to me and they said, "We don't know what we're gonna do now. Because we don't have
nobody to talk for us, or to stick up for us, and to go up there and get us in the choirs and get us in
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these different clubs and things." But uh, 'cause when they seen me go up that hall, they said, "Unhuh, it's gonna be [inaudible]." [chuckling] "She's going after somebody." I would go after them
about my children, uh-huh, I didn't let 'em run over me.

AB: So you don't feel that uh, you, your life has been circumscribed by being black. How about by
being a woman? Have there ever been things that you couldn't do or felt that opportunities were
denied you or so, because you were female?

FH: No, because I never did want to do any men's work. [laughing] I had [inaudible]. But I mean,
as far as that part is concerned, mmm-hmm. Might be women would wanna go in the railroad and
in the mines and all of that stuff. No. And uh, I was trying to think back, see .... I can't think of
anything that the, that the men had I'd want because I was satisfied with my jobs that I got. And uh-

RW-N: Let l)l1e ask you something, Mrs. Holland. (FH: Mrnm-hmm, I worked insurance for a year)
Some uh, black women writers have suggested that black women have a heavy burden in life,
because ... first of all, because they're black and so they have some of the burdens ofracism. And
then, secondly, because they're women, and so, they have some of the burdens of sexism. (FH:
Mrnm) Now ... what do you think of that idea? You think there's any .... ?

FH: There isn't. Because when we were smaller, you know, we used to think ifwe were white, we
could uh, get more and could do more. We thought that then, you know. But uh, when we grew
up ...

RW-N: Black teachers didn't make as much money, though, right?
FH: That's right, that's what we thought. Mmm-hmm, (RW-N: It was true, right?) that they didn't
make, uh-huh, they didn't make as much money. But when I came along to teaching, though, we
were getting the same thing. [chuckle] Mmm-hmm. We were all getting the same thing, see, when
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I started to teaching. Uh ... that was in, well, now in, I don't know what they were paying the teachers
in, in, in Virginia counties. So I wouldn't know. But now in Mercer County, the salaries came out
in the paper. So we knew what each one was getting_then. So, we were all getting the same thing
then. So, but uh, we realized it hadn't been fair. We haven't had everything. Now uh, it's like my
daddy used to say. It's what's in the person and what the person wants to do. Now, he worked on
the railroad. Now, we did resent this. They said that my daddy, he always got the name as a helper.
Uh, they said you could blindfold him and he could put an engine back together, said, take it apart
and put it back together. And when he would be sick, the men that was the bosses, they would come
to the house to check to make sure that Daddy was really sick, you know, because they said they
missed him so on the railroad. And uh, uh ... finally, they sued the railroad. And they.... (RW-N: Who
sued the railroad?) ... some of the black men, mmm-hmm, they sued 'em. And they had to pay them,
they had to go back and pay way back through the years, because they had been working this job, but
they didn't get the name of that job, you know, they had been doing the same thing that the white men
had been doing, that they didn't pay them. But Mom wouldn't let us do it. We would have sued too;
she wouldn't let us. 'Cause uh, Daddy was, 'cause he was a machinist, and that's what he worked as,
a machinist; he done that job. But he didn't get the pay as a machinist.
RW-N: So he could have sued. (FH: He could have, that's right) but your mother discouraged it.
(FH: Uh-huh) Why did your mother discourage that?
FH: Well, she said Daddy was dead. And it wasn't no need ofus going into all of that. Mmm-hmm,
that's what she said. Because ifhe had been Uving at that time, he would have done it. He would
have sued them. 'Cause he was a very aggressive man, and he would have sued them. But she
wouldn't let us. 'Cause there's two men up here, they sued; the neighbors up there, they sued
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[inaudible], and they had to pay them all of that back pay, where they had, you know, for engineers
artd all of that. So that was uh, so I guess it's a lot. I know that the black principals when we were
corning along, I'm beginning to think back now that they said they didn't get the money that, that the
white principals got, and that the white teachers got. And yet still, they were doing the same job.
And of course, we didn't get the same things. That's why school integrated, because we didn't have
the same equipments to work with in school that they had then, too.

RW-N: Do you think integration was good for the black kids?
FH: In some ways, yes, and some ways, no. Okay. We always had a band, a school band. (RW-N:
You're talking about in the black schools?) That's right. We also had all the black cheerleaders and
the black uhrn, uhrn... what do you call them in the bands? Uh... (RW-N: Twirlers, majorettes) yeah,
and all of that~ yeah, all of, we always had all of that. Okay, then when the school integrated ... At
first they didn't have any at all. And I know when Ronan.do was playing football, they were winning.
And the whole team just about was black. And they had told them that if they didn't have uh, some
black cheerleaders, they were going to-, wasn't going to play. So they gave 'em two; that's what they
got. And uh, our children don't have a chance to be in those things as much as they did when we had
a black school. When we had segregated schools, the kids was in everything. The choirs, you look
in the choirs and every once in a while you would see a [inaudible]; that's what I call it. And see, we
had a whole choir and those kids could sing. And they say when they go to be tested and everything,
they get disgusted. And then they don't even go to the try-outs for that, you know. And they, the
black children can do something else besides sports. And that's what I tell 'em all the time, I said,
"God gave you a brain and you can use it. And you don't have to go out there to run that ball up the
field, so that you can get a million dollars," which I think is so unfair. And [chuckle] and throw 'em
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in that basket and getting a million dollars and the teachers are working theirselves to death. And
they won't even, don't even want to give them a, a hundred dollar raise. And uh, uh, I, I look at the
schools and I think about all of the things that we were in when we were in school. We had plays,
we had operettas, we had all kinds of things. And see, I got all of that training. But the children
coming along now, they don't get any of it. They got to be real smart, in order, the black kids got
to be very smart, in order for them to be in it, unless they have a teacher like I was. They won't put
those children in it.
RW-N: So they've lost their place, their opportunities, (FH: That's right) when they went to these
bigger schools with more whites. (FH: That's right, that's right) Is there anything else that you think
the black kids lost from integration?

FH: Uh...weU, I tell you one thing. The black teachers really worked with the kids, and worked real
hard with them. And they didn't just pick a certain bunch of children. They worked with all of them.
All the kids, to see to it that they have a good education. If they didn't, it wasn't the teachers' fault.

It was theirs. All ofmy teachers was hard on us. They made us study.
RW-N: And you don't think that the white teachers worked as well with them?

FH: Uh-huh. And there's some of them that didn't work as well with the white kids. Like I told you
that child said, they put Virginia in the corner. And Virginia said gave her something to color. And
I just couldn't believe that. Because I told those people there, in Princeton, I told them about that,
too. And I couldn't believe it, you know, and uh, that they did the kids that way. And the white
children told me that that's the way they treated them. That's where I got it from ... them. Said that
we didn't have anything and we were poor, said, we didn't get, we didn't stand a chance. Mmm-hmm.
So uh, those children, I mean, they are ... But I look at a lot of things at the black schools. I mean

uh... their social life is different, uhm, when we had integration-I mean, segregated schools-their
social life was different. And as I said, the children participated in everything. And nowadays, I look
at the choir and it's a shame. You see about five black children in the choir. And I said, "Well, what
happened to you all? Didn't you all try out or what...what's wrong?" And they said, "We just don't
bother any more." And I said, "Well, you can't get any place that way. 11 I said, "You got to go ahead
and uh, participate and take, take part in it."

RW-N: Do you think the parents-that it's different for the parents, as well? When the ....
FH: I guess so. Well, the parents...the parents nowadays let the children boss them. And they have
to do what the children say, [chuckle] instead ofuh, of the children doing what they tell them to do.

RW-N: Have the schools changed in that respect, too?
FH: The parents, they'll come to the school to see about 'em, you know, if they get into trouble or
something. They'll come then, but they, the parents are not like they used to be. The parents used
to would uh, make their children do. And I, I think that uh, it's not the school system that's causing
it either. It's the government, I guess, where they don't want you to correct the children any more,
you know; a spanking don't hurt nobody. Because I used to get a spanking every day for fighting.
(laughing] Oh, my brother taught me to fight, how to fight. And, and when he would tell me [audio
problems]. I never will forget my daddy coming home from work. And he told my mother, he said,
"Minnie," said, "I came home today," said, "some little girl," said, "she had on a red coat." Said, "She
throwed her books down on the church steps and she throwed that red-, took that red coat off and
throwed it on top ofit. 11 And said, "Then she went at it." And Momma said, "Did you look at that
little girl good?" she said, [laughing] "I bet that was your daughter." When I got home, she said,
"Floristine," I said, "Ma'am," she said, "who did you have a fight with?" (laughing] And I told her
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it was always the same three girls. We were good buddies and we would do that with each other.
And uh, she said, "I told you.

Daddy said that was you up there on [inaudible] steps."

I said, "mmmh." So he said, "Why were you fighting?" I said, "She hit me and I hit her back." So
uh, we done that, though. And let's see, my parents, see, they would spank me for that. And I told
my momma, I said, "I don't know when I'm doing right." I finally got nerve enough to tell her that,
I think I was in the 7th grade. And she said, "What do you mean?" I said, "You told us not to fight.
And then yet and still, you turn around and tell us if somebody hits you, you'd better hit 'em back."
I said, "And then when we hit 'em back, then we get a spanking." I said, "When do we know when
we're doing right or doing all wrong?" She said, "Shut up, gal." But, but uh, we did. We had to, you
know, had to hit 'em back. And I would hit 'em back. And that's what I, she said, she was using
psychology on me because she would say, "Who'd you have a fight with today?" Well, I thought one
of the girls that lived next to us, you know, had come by there and told 'em. And I finally learned
that. That uh, when she asked me that, I ain't telling her nothing they said. [laughing] And I told
them, I said "Spanking them don't hurt 'em at all," I said, "because I got that spanking," I said
"'cause, for fighting." They said, "What for?" And I said, "For fighting." And then since Frances
[inaudible], she'd send me out there to look after Frances because Frances wouldn't fight. She'd send
me to make sure that uh, nobody wasn't being hurt. But spanking children don't hurt. I mean, they
don't have to beat 'em real hard, you know, and all that, but just spanking them don't hurt. And
correcting them certainly don't hurt. It's making the kids worse. 'Cause I told them, I said-and uh,
and, and my children and my nieces and nephews--say, "Lord," said, "Momma Hopkins," that was
my mother, said, "Momma Hopkins [inaudible] she used to burn us up." [laughing] [Inaudible] and
you can't whip 'em. Said, "She would burn us up when we would do things, you know." So uh, uh,
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I think that's because of that, because the parents now are afraid of their children. Uh-huh.
RW-N: Lots of things have changed. (FH: Yes, they have changed) We do find women teachers

like you commenting on that. (FH: Mmm-hmm) Let me switch gears for a minute, or kind of go back
to something we were talking about before. Uhm during the civil rights movement, did you ever
participate in joining any of the organizations or the marches or anything like that?
FH: I have to think. I imagine I did, but I've forgotten. [chuckle]
AB: Were you a member of the NAACP?

FH: Yes, mmm-hmm, I'm still a member of it. (RW-N: You still are?) Yeah, and an active member,

I work in that. Uh-huh, but I was trying to think about all of that.
RW-N: But you have been an active member in that? Did you say, yes? (FH: NAACP?) Yes.

FH: Oh, yes; I'm still an active member of that, mmm-hrnm.
RW-N: Have you ever been a member, an active member in any of the women's organizations?

Now, I'm-, by that I mean, organizations that are really trying to directly work and create more
opportunities for women?
FH: Just all women? (RW-N: Well, or creating opportunities for women and girls) Everything we

had was just about for all women. Huh?
RW-N: Or creating opportunities for women and girls?

FH: I worked in the 4-H, would you consider the 4-H club?
RW-N: 4-H Club?

FH: Mmm-hmm, I worked in that. I also worked with the Girl Scouts. Uh... I worked with both of

those. And now the women, let me see ... now ... what am I in? [pausing for thought] I'm in the
AARP ...
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AB: Are you still active with Deltas?
FH: Oh, yes. Okay, well, you want my sorority? Yeah, I'm active, very active with Delta, mmm-

hmm. Yeah, I'm active with that. And active with the AARP. (RW-N: Oh, you are?) Uh-huh, yeah.
Uhm... oh, garden clubs, that's women. [chuckle]

RW-N: Do you still belong to the Garden Club?
FH: Oh, yes, we had a picnic yesterday.

RW-N: So you, even now you must belong to what, five or six organizations?
FH: I do. I belong to quite a few, and churches. In the church ... circles.

RW-N: So you have a full social life?
FH: Uh-huh. My son, I know he came home, it's been about 4 summers ago. And he said, "Mom,"
he said, "I cari tell," he said, "there's no grass growing under your feet." And he said, uh, "I'll have
to get an appointment," he said, "to see you," said, "because you're gone every day." [chuckle] Yeah,
oh, I'm very active in all those things. I'm still in all the organizations. My lodge is Eastern Star.

RW-N: When you look back over your life, who do you think that's been the most important in
shaping you and bringing you along this path to be who you are today?

FH: My mother and father.

RW-N: Uh-huh. Equally?
FH: Mirun-hmm, that's right. My mother and my father, mmm-hmm. They would sit down and they
would talk to us. And uh, my mother always said there was two roads to take. There's a good one
and a bad one. And she said, "I'm hoping that you all will take the good road," and .....

RW-N : Let me ask about that. (FH: Mmm-hmm) If you had to do your life over again, uh, or as
yo u look back on your life- maybe that's a better way to put it- what are some of the bad roads that
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you took that you didn't know were bad, maybe, at the time?

END OF TAPE 2 - SIDE 2
BEGIN TAPE 3 - SIDE 1
AB: ... Ancella Bickley talking to, and Rita Wicks-Nelson, talking with Mrs. Floristine Holland,
September 9th, 1998. I'm sorry, September 10th, 1998.

RW-N: ... asking you to look back over, over your entire life and kind of pin-point, if you could,
some of the things that uh, perhaps you could, perhaps you'd elect to do over again, or you wished
hadn't happened, or you had done better. Something like that.

FH: Uh, I was sitting here trying to think of those things. One thing about it, we were laughing the
other day here, at each other, 'cause we said that, I always said, when we went to school, it was
different fro1p what the kids are nowadays. Because we knew that when we went to high school,
when we :finished high school, we knew that we were gonna continue on through college. 'Cause we
had Bluefield State here and we went right straight on through, and we thought that you were
supposed to do that. It's not like the kids are now, you know, that was a continuous thing. Because
all the black children in Bluefield then finished college, just about all of them. When we were coming
along, everybody went to school, mmm-hmm. And uh, we had a good time when we went to school.
But I was sitting here trying to think, one reason that I'm back in Bluefield, I wanted to come back
here and look after my mom and daddy, too. Because uh .... when he got sick, I felt like it was too
much on my mother. So I came back. And I guess I would have ended up somewhere else larger
than Bluefield. I'm saying that to say this, that I would have ended up somewhere else, where there's,
uh-huh, more opportunities for the children, you know, and all of that. And then I go away and look,
and then uh, they just doing the same thing that we're doing, in the big cities. Because I wouldn't
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want to live in no big city, though. Because uh, the cost of living is so much until you can't do exactly
all the things you want to. Now, when I go to the cities to visit my relatives, and I would ask them,
"Have you been such and such place? Take us this place or other." They say, they hadn't been there.
And I said, "Well, why? You're living up here?" And they said, "Because we don't have the money
to go." And I said, "Well, I'd save it and go." And they said, "No." So my sister that was there in
school, she said, "Well, don't worry." Said, ''Next summer when you come back,"-see I would take
her up there because she didn't drive. And I would drive her to New York, you know, and take her
to school, because she stayed with my brother and went to school. And she said, "Next year when
you come," she said, "we're going to everything in New York we want to go to." Because she got
that map, map of New York. She took that map and she took us everywhere. And we went every
place.

RW-N: So had life unfolded differently for you, you might have liked to have been in a place where
there was more, there were (FH: More opportunities) more opportunities to do different things.

FH: That's right, mmm-hmm.
RW-N: Does that include cultural kinds of things, perhaps, music or ... not sure?
FH: Uh, not sure. Well, you know, we have a lot of cultural things here. It's just like one of my
friends, she retired in New Jersey. She lives down at the foot of the street here. And she moved
back, and they asked her, said, "Well, why would you want to go back to Bluefield? There's nothing
there." And she said, "It's home," and she said, "I love it." And she said, "We have the same things
there that you have here," she said, "maybe not quite as much of it." She said, "We have uh, concerts,
we have dance recitals, we have the plays and dinner plays and all of that." She said, "We have the
same thing," she said. "Just, a lot of people just don't take advantage of going to it." [stops to
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answer phone]
RW-N: Let me ask something else. How do you think that you've changed over the years? Do you

see yourself... (FH: Over this year?) No, over your ...
FH: No, but I'm telling this year. [laughing] (RW-N: Oh, okay) When I had a birthday this year,

I really changed. I said, this year when I had that birthday, I said, I ain't been able to do nothing.
(RW-N: can't do as much) No, and I haven't been able to go as much. "Cause they wouldn't have
had-and I wouldn't have been here, I'd been gone.
RW-N: You must miss that, I'sure.
FH: Mmmh?
RW-N: You must miss that a lot.
FH: Yes. l bI don't know, though; the rest was pretty good. But now ... [chuckle]
RW-N: How have you changed ... do you see yourself as changing, though, from the time you were

a teenager or a young woman 'til now?
FH: Oh, yes, we all go through, through all of those different changes.
RW-N: How have you changed?
FH: Oh. .. well, as a teenager I liked to do everything. And I was in everything. As my mother said ...
RW-N: That, that doesn't sound like it's changed.
FH: [laughing] Yeah, she said, "That girl goes out and get everything," said, "we had to buy

everything." If they had a dance at school, I joined that, too. Everything, I would get in it. And uh,
when I went to college I did the same thing. I got in everything. And then when I started to
working, I got in everything. I always loved clothes. So I always had a whole lot of those. So I
done that from the time- well, my mother used to make 'em for us, too, you know, I told you. But
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uh...

RW-N: Do you think that as you have gone through your life you have become more independent
or less independent or ... ?

FH: I'm more independent. I'm more independent because when my husband died, my oldest sister
said, "You really shocked me." She said I just come on in and done things just like I had been used
to doing it, you know, all the time. Because I had never had to pay no utility bills, you know, do all
of that. And uh, I uh, he'll tell you, too, about it. I sat down and I talked to him. He tickled me. He
said, "She knew what she's gonna do, but said, she-I said, "had to have somebody to talk to." But
I told him, I said, "Okay, our life is gonna be different, because there's just one salary coming in now.
And it's mine." And I said, uh, "We're gonna have to do this this way and I'm gonna do this this
way." Because my husband and I had been saving money to build us a new home. And I said, "We
were gonna do this and we were gonna fix that." And I said, "Now, you want to go to school"-at
that he wanted to be a lawyer. And I said, uh, "Here's what I'm gonna do." I said, "You have your
Social Security coming in." And I said, "We're gonna put all of that away. And then I'm gonna send
you to college myself." And I said," so when you get ready to go to law school, it won't be as
hard on me, you know, to send you." And uh, so, I uh ... that was different. And he said, "Mamma
had me sitting down there, telling me all of this and said she asked me, 'What do you think?' And
I said there was no use me thinking 'cause she had made up her mind. What she was gonna do and
all of that anyway, you know." And he [inaudible]. So I had planned that out. But I always tried
to plan things ahead of time. And as my friend used to say, said, "She looks five years ahead of
everybody else," and she says, "what she's gonna do." And that's what I would try to do.
RW-N: Is that a good, a good characteristic to have? To be a planner? (FH: I think so) What else
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do you like about yourself?
FH: I think it's a good plan. I don't know what else I like about mysel£ But I like that, though.
RW-N: Do you like yourself?
FH: Uh-huh, I like mysel£ I plan things out what I'm gonna do, and I'm gonna do it, and all of that.
And it usually comes out pretty good. Mmm-hmm, because I was gonna build this new home. But
after he died-and I said, Ronando was away. And I said uh, uh, "No need of me building nothing
here," I said, "because there ain't nobody gonna come back to it." But see, he's back. But now I
don't give him that long. Because he'll, he'll go somewhere else.
RW-N:

So you see him being with you for awhile?

FH: Uh-huh, and then, then he'll go somewhere else.
RW-N: What do you think then, uh, what are you planning for yourself in the next few years then?
Where do you see your life going in the next few years?
FH: I haven't even .... feel like going?
RW-N: No, where, where, what will happen to your life in the next few years?
FH: I hope this arthritis will get away. [laughs] (RW-N: Hope what?) This arthritis will get away.
RW-N: Yes, yes, yes.

FH: I hope that'll get away. And uh, okay, when you reach a certain age, you just live day by day.
[chuckles] And look forward to that.
RW-N: Uh-huh, enjoy your activities ...

FH: That's right, enjoy every day. Because I know everybody dies, the young and old, too. So uh,
but when you retire and all of that, then that's what you, we say, "Well, we know that time is drawing
near, you know." So you say, "We plan to do this, we plan to do that." But uh, ifl take a notion I
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want to go somewhere, I go. Now, I was going to [inaudible] to Savannah, Georgia but after all of
this house business come up, well, that knocked me from going. And guess what, when I go, I rent
me a motor scooter (AB: To get about with?) mmm-hmm. Because see, I can't do all that walking.

AB: What takes you to Savannah? I mean, why, why Savannah?
FH: I got a cousin's daughter getting married Saturday. Mmm-hmm. And they were here when I
was sick. And she's getting married Saturday. And uh, then-Fort, what did I say, Fort Gilbert?
(AB: Stewart) Fort Stewart. Yeah, Fort Stewart. And that's where my niece is. My niece is there
and she's got a new baby. And she don't need to have no more. This is four.

AB: Is she in the service?
FH: He's in service, mmm-hrnm, he's in service. And she got four children, one is six, one is four
and one is two,and three-fourths, and then she's got one, six weeks. So, but she did-that one wasn't
planned, that last one. [chuckles]

AB: She could have used some your-her aunt's planning.
FH: That's right. [chuckling] Yeah, uh-huh.
RW-N: Was there anything that we haven't talked about that you've been wanting to talk about that
we just haven't asked about? (FH; I can't think 0£..) Because we need to, to close off the interview,
but perhaps we've missed something that. .. we shouldn't have?

FH: I can't think of any. So I'll write you and tell you.
RW-N: Yeah, we can always write.
FH: I can't think ofit right now. Mmm-hmm.
RW-N: Okay. So are you ready to quit? [FH chuckles]
FH: Hmm? Because I've had a nice life, though.
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RW-N: You've had a nice life?

FH: Yeah, I've had a good life. Mmm-hmm, I've had a very good life. Now my husband was cut
off for three years, and when he was cut off, that's when he was a baby and I wasn't working.
RW-N: That's when your son was, was very young.

FH: Mmm-hmm, right after he was born. And that was a struggle.
RW-N: Yes. And that was from the mines, that your husband didn't work?

FH: Uh-huh, mmm-huh, yeah.
R W-N: So you're saying there were hard times?

FH: That was uh, yeah, those three years uh, but I worked little odd jobs and we made it until I got
on, you know, for good.
AB: Had you taken off uh, to, because you were pregnant and you were expecting and didn't go
back. ..

FH: I had decided to work in West Virginia. I was working for an insurance company. And I
stopped that. And then after I stopped that, then I uh, I married. Well, I stopped it after I married.
And I was just housekeeping. But uh, they, he was cut off from the mines three years. So I
substituted, you know. And uh, and then I worked other little jobs. I sold Avon, and I had Stanley
parties and uh, my husband said it was rubber in the money, he said, because "she could stretch a
dollar farther than anybody I've seen in my life."
AB: Were you all living with your parents then or did you have your own home?

FH: No, we were here in this house. (AB: You were here?) We were here, mmm-hmm. But I was
pregnant and [inaudible] get me a job, and I said, ''I'll never be broke no more." [inaudible]. And I
said, "If you give me ten dollars a week," I said, "and all of that's going in the bank." So and it did,
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too.
RW-N: Did you look for teaching jobs during that time?

FH: Yes.
RW-N: And they were just hard to find?

FH: They were hard to find then, mmm-hmm, they were scarce.
RW-N: And that's when they asked you if you would consider special ed?

FH: Uh-huh, yeah. Well, I went to Mr.-1 tell you what, I went to Bluestone school to substitute
and that's where Mr. Guyton was the principal. And uh, he said to me, he said, "You're Mr.
Hopkins' daughter, aren't you?" And I said, "Yes." He said, "Well, the first opening that comes in
at this school, you got it." And sure enough, uh, that was remedial reading. He called me in uh, it
was February;the 15 1\ 1966. And he told me, he said, "Miss Holland, I got a vacancy." And I said,
"You have?" He said, "Yes." He said, "Well, they're putting new teachers in remedial-" and I said,
"What in the world is remedial reading," you know. And uh, he said, "Well, you come on down
here," he said, "My wife is doing it," said, "she can show you." And then, of course, that summer I
went to school and I took it up. Uh-huh. And so uh, I started to working then, you know, regular.
AB: And from that point you were never out of a job again?

FH: No, never after that, mmm-hmm. So I worked straight through.
RW-N: For the sake of the listener, Mr. Guyton is a man who has grown up in this area, who

became a principal (FH: That's right) and he's a black man. (FH: Mrnm-hrnrn. He's deceased.) And
we have interviewed his wife for this project, too.

FH: Oh, yeah, I thought you did, uh-huh. Yeah, he's deceased. So I uh, yeah, and um, yeah, my
daddy had been awful nice to him; he was a Mason. Daddy was a mason. And uh, some trouble had
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come up and Daddy was the grand mason, not the grand, what is it? The worshipful mason. Uh-huh,
worshipful mason; As the grand would have been in the women's; but uh, I'm one of those, too. But
he uh, he uh, went to court everyday with that man and he got him out. And he said, "I'll always do
everything for that man and his family," he said, "oh, yes, mmm-hrnm." But uh, I'll say this, my family
in Bluefield, West Virginia, has always been looked on as.a, I guess you could say, a special family.
Because when my mother and father was living, they were well known among everybody, and well
respected. And those kids that we have, as one of friends told me about Ronando, said, "He's
carrying on the Hopkins tradition." Mmm-hmm, yeah, because ...
RW-N: The tradition of... ?

FH: Being in things, taking pride in things, and all of that.
RW-N: Does that mean taking part in the community?

FH: That's right.
RW-N: An important part of the community?

FH: That's right. Mmm-hmm.
AB: I don't know whether you told us on the other tape, the name of your church ...

FH: Scott Street Baptist Church.
AB: And that's where your sister played the organ? (FH: That's right) And all your family has

always been associated with ...
FH: That's right. In Bluefield Scott Street, Scott Street Baptist Church, mmm-hmm. Yeah, we've

always that. And ah, but Daddy was really a community man. He uh, because a man brought me this
program from [inaudible] Park Central's reunion. And uh, on that program it had where Daddy was
uh, uh, one of the people to , what is that thing, to build Park Central, mmm-hmm. (RW-N: To build
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Park Central?) Uh-huh, to build that (RW-N: Park Central is the high school?) high school, that's
right. And he was one of the people that was on there, and he brought me that [inaudible]. "I
thought maybe you didn't come to the reunion or anything," he said, "but I thought maybe you'd
want this, because your daddy uh, was on it." I think that program is right in there, mmm-hmm. Said
then, "I thought maybe you might want it." I said, I sure did.

RW-N: You mean he actually worked on the construction of the building?

FH: Oh, no, no, no, un-huh. The ideas of getting it planning ... uh-huh, uh-huh, yeah. Because see,
I don't remember that. In fact, I didn't know it, [chuckle] until he brought that program he saved for
me. Mmm-hmm. Mmm-hmm. Yeah, and he brought that. But he took part in everything, you know,
in the community. He was a community man. And uh, Mom...

RW-N: That was a tradition that continues.

FH: That's right. It's, it's, well, as Harriet was saying-'cause I'm surprised you don't have Harriet.
She didn't sign up to get this, Harriet Wright. But she uh, she was saying when Ronando, she said,
"Well, Ronando's back to take on the Hopkins tradition." [chuckle] 'Cause we really worked in the
community. Because I used to, I used to work for the Red Cross and, and all of this is coming back
to me now. Where I've done all of that stuff, you know. (RW-N: Yes) Mmm-hmm. All ofit.

RW-N: I'm glad that we have that on, on the tape.

FH: Yeah, atl of that's coming back to me now, because I had forgotten about all of those things.
(chuckle]

RW-N: Okay, well ...
END OF INTERVIEWS
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